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1. Introduction

1.1 Semiconductor spectroscopy
Since the discovery of the transistor, semiconductors have become very im·
portant industrial materials. Through its many applications in virtually all modern
c/cctronh; devices semiconductor technology has an enormous effect on society. It
is obvious that such an important field of technology requires a huge world-wide
research effort.
Matcria! research in the field of semiconductors over the last decade has had
two main purposes: the development of new materials with improved properties
(such as Ill-V and II-VI semiconductors), and the development of special structures (slIch as heterojunctiolJs and quantum wells), both with the aim to improve
material or device properties. Apart from purely electrical applications, semiconductors with a direct bandgap have found important optical applications both in
the generation and detection of light Signals (e.g. in fibre-optic telecommunication
and optical recording). Silicon, the basis of the semiconductor industry, has an
indirect bandgap and i8 therefore unsuited for light emission purposes.
As energy levels in a semiconductor material determine its propert.ies (think
of the energy gap, impurities, confinement in quantum wells), spectroscopy in
many different forms is an important field in semiconductor research. The most
convenient method is spectroscopy in it~ classical scn~e~ using electromagnetic radiation, whether visible or far infra-red. This has the advantage of being a

con tactless

probe of cncrgy lcvels inside the material, giving a wealth of detailed

information unparalleled by any other method. The experimental difficultie:; are
often relatively small. The advent of pulsed lasers has enabled the spectroscopic
study of the dynamics of a system down to the femtosecond range.
This thesis describes a number of spectroscopic studies of semiconductor mat.erials and structures. In all ~t.udies, the goal is to obtain a better knowledge of the
material and of the physics involved. This knowledge should lead to a more successful indust.rial application of the material

Of

structure in question. Section 1.2
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gives an elementary introduction to the spectroscopic methods used in this work.
In section 1.3, the subjects treated in this thesis are briefly dcscribed.

1.2 Spectroscopic techniques used in this work
Of the spectroscopic techniques used in this work, Raman scattering and
photoluminescence are well established standard techniques.

Optically detected

magnetic resonance, though certainly not new, is much less common. A brief introduction to each of these techniques is given below for the benefit of those un·
familiar with them.
A. Raman scattering
The inelastic scattering of light by molecular vibrations is named after the first
scientist to report this phenomenon, C.V. Raman [I]. We will restrict ourselves to
the scattering by lattice vibrations in semiconductor crystals. An excellent overview
of the modern research in the field of light scattering in solids can be found in the
series edited by Cardona [Z]. For OUt purposes a brief explanation of the principles of Raman scattering is sufficient.
In figure 1.1 a, a Raman setup is presented schematicallY. Monochromatic
light from a laser IS scattered in the semiconductor crystal. The scattered light is
collected, and analysed using a monochromator.

Photons may be inelastically

scattered by lattice vibrations (figure l.1b), resulting in weak components shifted
in energy (Le. wavelength) with respect to the light scattered elastically.

The

scattering process is subject to ene,gy and momentum conservation. Creation of
a phonon results in a red-shift of the photon, annihilation of a phonon results in
a blue-shift. These are referred to as the Stokes and anti-Stokes component'> of the
Raman spectrum, respectively, and appear in the spectrum as weak peaks on either
side of the elastic scattering line (figure I. Ic). Momentum conservation restrict'>
the wave vectors of the phonons that can participate in the scattering process to
the centre of the Brillouin zone for normal crystals. For superlattices, however, the
Brillouin zone is smaller du, to the larger period in the superlattice direction, and
the phonon wave veclor may not be negligible.
To obtain an accuracy in the phonon energy of I em-I, the shift in wavelength
of the Raman peak must be determined with an accuracy of 0.025 nm for a typical
II

laser wavelength of around 500 nm.

Thi~ i~

achieved by using a good double

monochromatoL As Raman signals arc often quite weak, photon counting equip·
mcnt is used, This enables the detection of signals of only a few photons per sec·
ond. If a material is opaque at the laser wavelength. changing the laser wavelength
may result in a different penetration depth. ihis can be used to selectivcly study
signals of very thin layers near the surface of a sample.

B. Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is performed with a setup very similar
to that used for Raman spectroscopy (f1gure 1.2a). The samples are usually placed
in

,I

cryo~tat

fitted with windows for optical access, because low-temperature

measurements give much more det.ailed information.

One now detects the light

emitted from the crystal due to transitions between different electronic states (fig.
ure 1.2b). In a semiconductor, an electron excited from the valcnce band to the
conduction balld by ab~orption of a photon from t.he la!>Cr will thermalize to the
conduction band edge and then recombine with

a thermalized

hole in the valence

band, The energy involved in this transition may be emitted as a photon. If several
electronic states, for example donor and acceptor levels, are involved in the process, different transitions will result in different photon energies and charaderistic
peaks in the luminescence spectrum (figure 1.2c).
Additional information may be obtained by performing photoluminescence
excitation (PLE) 5pcctroscopy. In that case the intensity of a part.icular peak in the
luminescence spechum i~ monitored while the wavelength of thc exciting light.
source is changed. In this way, absorptions duc to transitions between electronic
states can be detected as a clJange in the intensity of the emission. This is not quite
equivalent to an absorption measurement because thc recombination meclJanism
inntlcnce~

the re~t1lts. but PLE can be much more sensitive.

The HteralUre on photoluminescence spectroscopy of semiconductors is very
extensive. The reviews by Lightowlers [3J and Dean [4] may serve a~ a good introduction,
The demands on wavelength accuracy in luminescence experiments are usua-lly
not as high as in Raman spectroscopy, The signals, however, may be equally weak.

In the visible region of the spectrum a photomultiplier (if necessary combined with
photon counting equipment) is used to detect the signals, In the 1,0 • 1,8

(Lm

re-

gion, the cooled Ge delectors manufactured by North Coast have proved to be the
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Fig_ 1.2 Schematic presentation of a setup jor photoiwninescence
experiments (a), the basic principle of photoluminescence in a semI-conductor (b), and the type ajspectrum obtained (c).
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Fig. 1.3 Schematic presentation Qf a setu.p for ODMR experiment.v (a). the
hasic principle of ODM R of a donor acceptor pair (b). and the type of
spectrum obtained (c).
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most sensitive detectors available, Tunable lasers (e,g, dye lasers) are used to obtain PLE spectra, In ranges where these arc not available, a lamp ana a
monochromator may

provid~

a tunable light source.

C. Optically detected magnetic resonance
In conventional electron spin resonance (ESR) experiments, one measures the
microwave absorption in a paramagnetic systetn as a function of the magnetic
field. In this way, very detailed information on electronic state5 in the material can
be Obtained.

A great improvement in signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved by

detecting this absorption indirectly, through an optical transition. The advantage
lies in the detection of optical photons of typically 2 eV in stead of microwave
photons of typically 40 J.l.cV (10 GHz). This practically eilminates the problem of
thermal noise, and in the visible region of thc spectrum allows the use of photon
counting. Thus the sensitivity may be improved by several orders of magnitude.
In conventional ESR a total number of "'-' 10 12 spins is required to obtain a signal,
whereas"" 10 7 suffices when optical detection is applied. This improved sensitivity
and the use of optical excitation enable the detection or signals rrom thin layers
such as quantum wells. These techniques are generally referred to as optically
detected magnetic resonance (ODMR). Useful reviews ofODMR and its applications to semiconductors have been given by Davies [5] and Cavenett [6J.
In our case, an electron spin resonance is detected through changes in intensity
ur polarization of photoluminescence transitions. The experimental setup for such
experiments is sketched in figure 1.3a. A photo luminesce sctup is now combined
with a complete ESR spectrometer. Samples are placed inside a microwave cavity
in a magnetic field.
The principle of ODMR detected on a donor-acceptor radiative transition is
presented in figure 1,3b. In the excited state the donor and acccptor are occupied
by an electron and a hole respectively, both are assumed to have spin S = 'I, (for
example). In the ground state the unoccupied donor and atXeptor have no spin.
This imposes selection rules on the radiative recombination (indicated by filled
arrows in figure 1.3b), When the magnetic field is increased, resonant microwave
transitions (indicated by open arrows) occur in the spin system, flipping e,g. the
donor spin, These transitions cause a redistribution of the population over the
Zeeman levels, resulting in a change in the intensities of th~ two circularly polarized components

0'+

and

(J-

of the recombination radiation emitted in the direction
15

of the magnetic field. The ODMR spectrum is recorded by monitoring these intensities as a function of the magnetic field (figure 1.3c). The relative change in
intensity observed is generally bctween 10-' and 10- 2• Hence, sensitive detection
of the signals is again essential.
A problem in ODMR is tha.t the Ufe time of the excited state, fOT example in
direct semiconductors, rnay be very short. To obtain a considerable change in the
population of t.he Zeeman Icveh; in this short time then requires a lot of microwave
power. The average microwave power one can send into the cavity, however, is
limited to typically 2 W (or else the liquid helium will start to boil). This

js

gen-

erally regarded as the main cause of failure in ODMR experiments. A way a.round
this problem might be to compress the microwave energy in short pulses with a low
duty cycle.

\.3 Outline
The materials investigated in this work can be divided into two categorie.s:
bulk materials and layered structures. This is also a division in the study of undesirable and desirable energy levels, or of non-ideal and ideal behaviour. The
understanding of the physics of bulk materials has already reached weh a level
that. onc of the main subject.s of research nowadays is the study of impurity levels,
usually with the purpose to get rid of thetn- In the case of layered struct.ures such
as quantum wells and supcrlattices, the formation of new energy levels is the main
purpose of the structure, and these levels are themselves the subject of research.
The last two chapt.er of this thesis are devoted to bulk materials. Chapter 4
describes an ODMR and photoluminescence study of fundamental properties of
the effective mass donor system of AlxGa,_xAs. The motive for a large research
effort in this field over the last decade is the problem of the DX-centre, a deep
donor level which appears as an undesirable side-effect of the n-type doping of
Al x Ga 1_ x As, and has an unfavourable effect on its electrical behaviour. Though
the understanding nf the effective masS donor system has much improved, the DX
problem hie; unfortunately still not been solved.
Chapter.') describes a photoluminescence study ofp-typc doping of InP by the
diffusion of Zn. This diffusion trllatment is found to result in spurious donor levels
I/i

in addition to the desired acceptor levels. A study of these levels and the processes
occurring in the material has led to a better understanding, and to a solution of
the problem.
Layered structures form the major part of this work:. InXOal_xAsy P 1_ Y
quantum wens for long"wavelength laser applications are the subject of
chapter 2.

Photoluminescence spectroscopy is used to asses the quality of the

material. Accurate modelling of these quantum wells is needed for the interpretation of the luminescence

~peetra

and for guidance in the engineering of laser de-

vices. Spectroscopic data form a basis for the modelling of thcsc structures. This
re!;ults in a better understanding of the physics involved, and in improved device
performance.
Thc materials mentioned above are all direct III-V

~emiconductors

applications in optical and high-frequency devices. Chapter 3
concerned with III-V materials. It describes

js

that have

the only onc not

a study of Si/Ge supcrlanices, which

are hoped to combine some of the attractive

propcrtic.,~

of III· V semiconductors

with the existing silicon technology. We use Raman spectroscopy to study the
vibrational properties of Si/Ge superlattices. Simple models are used to analyse
the spectroscopic data.

It turns out that the spectra give information on the

quality of the structure.
Most of the work: presented in this thesis has been published before. A list of
thc pUblications on which the next chapters arC based is given below.
Chapter 2 :
P_J-A_Thijs, B.A.Montie, H.W.van Kestertm and G.W.'t Hooft,
AppI.Phys-Lett. 53, 971 (1988).
E.A.Montie, P.J.A.Thijs and O.W.'t Hooft,
AppI.Phys.Lett. 53, 1611 (1988).
P-J-A-Thijs, E.A.Montie, T.van Dongen and C.W.T.Bulle-Ueuwma,
J.Cryst.Growth., 105, 339 (1990).
F.J.A.Thijs, E.A.Montie and T.van Dongcn,
J.Cryst.Growth_, to appear (1991).
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Chapter 3 :
E.A.Montie, G-F.A-van de Walle, D.J.Gravesteijn, A.A.van Gorkum and
W ..l.O.Teessclink, Semicond.ScLTechnol. 4,889 (1989)_
E.A.Montie, G.F.A.van de Walle, D.J.Gravesteijn, AAvan Gorkum and
W.J.O.Tcesselink, Thin Solid Films 183, 105 (1989).
I3..A.Montic, G.F.A.van de Walle, W.J_Q_Tccsselink C.W.Fredriksz and
E.C.Cosman, Semic;ond.Sci-Technol., to be published.
Charter 4 :
E.A.Montie and J.C.M.Henning,

J.Phys.C: Solid State Phys. 21, UII (1988).
E-A-Montie, J_CM_Henning and E.C.Cosman,
Phys.Rcv.B, to appear (1991).
Chap~r

5:

B.A. Montie and O.J.van Gurp.
J.AppI.Phys. 66, 5549 (1989).
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2. InGaAsP quantum wells

ABSTRACT
Photo Iwninescence

excitation

IT1o.~7G40.43Asl).~2Po.o81InP

spectroscopy

is

u.ved

on

lattice matched quantum wells to determine the

band offset, and thus obtain a consistent sel of band structure parameters
for

USI;'

in k·p calculations. By using this model, splitting of peaks in the

photoluminescence spectra of thin InxGal_xA''iyPJ_Y

I IIlP

quantum

WI;'{ls

can be asslgllr?d 10 we/{ width variations of integer numbers of atomic {ayer.v.
This featun! can be used as an indication of interface quality, The existing
k·p model is extended to incorporate the effects of strain in non ialfic{'
matched quantum well structures. The rc-mlting alteratloll of the valence
band structure can be used to reduce losses in j.55 /J-m laser devices. Some
result.,; oj strained (ayer quantwn well lasers are discussed.

21

2.1 Introduction
InxGa l_xAsy P I-y has become an important material to optouelectronic applications such as 1.55 Ilm and 1.3 tim lasers for fibre-optic communication
systems [I]. It can be grown lattice matched to InP for a range of compositions
y~2.2(

by choosing

I - x). This leaves one degree of freedom to vary the energy

gap of the quaternary alloy between 0.75 eV for InO,5JGao.47As and 1.35 eV for
InP, This

i~

shown in figure 2.1.

More degrees of freedom are obtained by using InxGal_xAsyPI_Y quantum
wells. 'fhe position of the energy levels within t.he well and thus t.he emission
wllve!ength can be adjusted by vllrying the width of the quantum well and the
composition of the barriers. Furthermore, quantum wells offer the advantage of
confining the carriers to a narru w region of the device.

In x Ga,_x As l1 y

1.4

u

y=2.2(1-x)

~

1.2

0.
C\'I
0)

-0

c

1.0

C\'I

.D

.=

0,8

4K

0=300 K

0.6

0.5

0.6

0.7

O.B

0.9

1.0

)(

Fig. 2.1 Bandgap as afunction of compo,rilion/or lnxGa,_xA~VPI_y alloys
fat/ice matched to InP (data from ,.eference 1). (It 4 K (e) and 300 K

(0).
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It was recently suggested that quantum wells made of non lattice matched

compositions may be used to reduce loss processe.<; common in long-wavelength
laser devices [2]. Obviously the number of free parameters available to optimize
device performance is simply too large to allow a trial-and-error approach. The
experimental optimization will have to be guided by modelling and a thorough
understanding of the relevant physical processes.
This chapter describes the modelling of lnxGa,_xAsyP,_y quantum wellS,
which is needed to design high-perl'ormance long-wavelength quantum well lasers.
For lattice matched compositions, an existing k·p model [3] can 00 used. These
calculations require a set of bandstructurc parameters describing the materials in·
volved. A consistent set of parameters can be derived from photoluminescence
excitation spectra of quantum wells. This is described in section 2.2.

In

section 2.3, the t·p model with the parameter set nOw obtained is used as an aid
in the interpretation of luminescence spectra of quantum wells. Information on the
quality of the wells can than be obtained from the spectra. To describe the effect:;
of strain in non lattice matched quantum we1ls the k·p model has to be furnished
with extra terms in the Hamiltonian. This is described in section 2.4, together with
a discussion of the application of strained layer quantum wells in laser devices.
Some device results are reported.

2.2 Photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy of
InGaAsP/lnP quantum wells
The energy gap and effective masses ror InxGal_xAsyP,_y compositions
lattice matched to InP have been listed hy Pearsall [I]. These effective masse.~ have
been determined hy various techniques [4 .. 8]. Forrest et at. [9] have determined
the discontinuity in the conduction band by C- V measurements. They concluded
that 39% of the energy gap discontinuity at the InxGa'~.xAsyPI_y

I InP int.erface

lies in the conduction band. Ogura et at. [tOJ found a value of70% for the relative
conduction band discontinuity at the Ino.~3Gao.47As IlnP interface using the same
technique, while Lang et al [II]. obtained a value of 42% from admittance
spectroscopy. A value of 38% was deduced from photoconductivity measurements
by Skolnick et al. [12]. Absorption measur~lTIents of Ino~3G80.47As

IlnP multiple

quantum well structures by Westland d at. [13] and by Skolnick et at. [14] could

be fltted with the same

~

40:60 raLio of conduction- and valence band disconti-

nuities, but the effective masses used in their calculations were not in agreement
with those listed by Pearsall. [I]
In order t.o obtain a consistent set of material parameters, we have performed
photoluminescence (PL) and photoluminescence excitation (PCE) measurements
on Ino.s7Gao4.AsonPo.0lI/ InP quantum wells. The PLE spectra were analyzed with
a k·p theory approach due to Schuurmans and 't Hooft [3], describing eonductionand valence band confined states in a unified manner.
'('"he samples

were

grown

on

(001)

InP 8ub8tratcs

by

low-pressure

organometallic vapor phase epitaxy (LP-QMVPE) at 625°C, using trimethyl
indium. trimethyl gallium, pure ar~ine (AsH)) and pure phosphine (PH 3 ) as
reactant sources. The unintentional doping kvell'

or thc

epilayers were around

10 15 cm-), as dclermined from Hall-measurement> and C- V profiling. The growth
of high quality Inos.JGao47As / InP int(:rfaecl) by this technique is confirmed by
high-mobility hcterojunctions [[5]. In XGa 1_x AsY ?I_Y / [nP quantum wells grown
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Fig. 2.2 Photoluminescence .fpectrum of a 72A lno.57Gao.1JAs().91PO,f)/J f InP
,~inglt quanltlm wdl and its 2000A lno.57Gao.4jAsonPo.f)/J reftrence layer:

excitation power density ~ 1Wcm- 1

by this technique have sharp interfaces, as will be discussed in section 2.3. The
samples used in this study consisted of a single quantum well (width ~ 70 A) and
a 2000 A thick InxGal_xAsy P 1_ y layer on top, as a reference for the composition
of the well material. The reference layer was removed by wet chemical etching before PLE spectra were recotded. The width of the quantum well was estimated
from the growth rate, which was determined from the thickness of the reference
layer, measured by scanning electron microscopy.
PL and PLE

measurement~

were performed at 4 Kelvin in a He-flow cryostat

with windows for optical access. Luminescence was excited with a He-Ne laser,
or, in case of PLE measurements, with light from a 250 Watt quartz halogen lamp,
which

pas~ed

through a 0.25 m grating monochromator and a suitable set of fil-

ters, and was focussed on the sample. The lumincscence was detected using a
O.75m grating monochromator and a cooled

Ge~detector.

spectra, the appropriate monochromator was

~canned,

To obtain PL or PLE

PCE spectra were corrected

for the wavelength dependence of the excitation power.
In figure 2.2 the PL spectra are shown for an Ino.s7Gao.~lAso.nPo.o~ I InP single
quantum well and its reference layer. The spectrum of the quantum well was reo
corded separately, after the reference layer had been removed. The reference layer
and the quantum well show intense excitonic peaks at 0.844 eV and and 0.897 eV,
with Iinewidths of 3.5 meV and 7.5 meV, respectively. These linewidths indicate
the high epilayer quality. At low excitation power densities, the luminescence of
the reference layer exhibits a low-energy lail, due to the residual impurities. The
energy gap 8 8 of the InxGal~xAsy P,~y was determined from the luminescence
peak position of the reference layer. A 4 meV correction for the exciton binding
energy was applied, estimated from the effective masses,
In figure 2.3 the PLE spectrum of the

same sample

is shown, det.:ct.:d on the

low-energy side of the quanlum well luminescence, with the assignment of the
peaks

ob~erved

to excitonic transitions associated with confined electron levels

en, confined light- and heaVY hole levels, Iho and hh", and free holes, fh, indicated.
A shift of 18 meV is observed belween lhe quantum well lumineseenc.;: and the
first absorption peak. This indicates an extra binding energy of the excitons,
probably due to the aforementioned residual impurities, to alloy fluctuations, or
possibly to some residual well width variations (see section 2.3).
The arrows in figure 2.3 indicate the energies calculated for the tran~itions
observed. The parameters used in the calculations are listed in lable 2.1. The ef25

fee live masses of the electrons, light holes and heavy holes, m.,

mlh

and mhh , and

the spin-orbit splitting ll.'Q were taken from Pearsall [I J. For the well material the
values were interpolated between the two nearest compositions listed. To obtain a
consistent set of parameters, t.he effective mass

ffi'O

of the spin-orbit split-off va-

lence band was calculated from [I]

(1)

An estimate of the k·1' parameter p 2 for the InxGal_xAsVPI_Y alloy has been
given by Pearsall [1], based on a linear interpolation between the measured values
fot (nP, InAs and GaAs, and a correction for alloy disorder effects. Note, howcvcr, that the results of our calculations an;: h(irdly sensitive to the value of the
split-off hole effective masses. The electron, light and heavy hole masses are more
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A

ino.57Gao4jAs09]POOS/ InP ,vil1gk quantum well; detection at 0.89 eV.

excitation power density~O.OlWcm-2, resolution better than! meV; arroWs
indicate calculated transition energies
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table 21 Parameters used in the caiculatioflsIor the sample offigure 2.2.
Aif parameters were taken from reference 1.

Eg

.100

(eV)
(eV)

m./mo
mlh/mO
mhJ1110
m.Jmo
P~/mo

(eV)

1.425
0.1 I

0.848
0.33

0.0&
0.12
0-56
0.212

0.043
0.057
0.50
0.138

20.7

22.9

important parameters, and their values are much more rellable- The well width
Wand discontinuity ratio ll.EJll.Eg were free parameters. A best fit was obtained
for ll.EJll.Eg "" 0_35, and for W = 72 ± 2A, in good agreement with a value of
71

A estimated from

the growth rate. The accuracy of the determined value of the

discontinuity ratio is estimated at 10%. All transitions could be fitted to the observed peaks within 3 meV.
The discontinuity ratio can be deduced more directly from the observed transition
between confined electrons and free

hole~_

Tht effective masses affect the value

only via the electron confinement energy, which is small compared to the energy
gaps.

If the low-energy onset of this transition is used, a value of

ll.EJll.E~ =

0.37

± 0.01

is obtained, This is in good agreement with the value ob·

tained from the fitting procedure on the confinement. levels_ These results could
be reproduced accurately from a second, separately grown, sample of the same
composition and well widthThe values found for the relative conduction band discontinuity are in good
agreement with those reported by Forrest et al. [9] (.39%), by Lang

~t

al- [I J]

(42%). and by Skolnick et al. [12] (38%), obtained from different experiments.
Apparently the addition of 8% phosphorus to the well material has little effect on
the relative band offset. A value of

~EJ~E~~O.4

was reported by Westland et
27

al. (13), obtained from absorption data of 150
quantum wells.

A InO.53Ga0.41A~ I inP

multiple

Their analysis of the spectra, however, was based On a simpler

theory. Using our modd, we have been able to fit their data with the Same accuracy as our own. The peak assignment by Westland and co-workers is in agreement
with our calculations, except for the peak assigned as hh4 - e4, which oUt model
predicts t.o be a lh" - eJ transit.ion. In fad our calculations show t.hat t.he
electron level is not confined for a well width less than ~ 200

A.

4th

The effective

masses for the calculations were again taken from Pearsall [I]. The fitted discontinuity ratio is t.EJAE g = 0.34

± 0.03

, and the fitted well width of I.'jO

agrees well with their TEM result of 154

± lOA

± 4A

. Similar absorption data were

reported by Skolnick et a1. [14J. Their data can only partly be fitted using our
model and set of mat.erial parameters. This may be due to the fact

th~t.

t.heit ma-

terial was not exactly lattice matched, so that the material parameters may be
somewhat different, and strain may playa tole.
In conclusion, we have performed photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy
of lattice matched Inn..~7Gao.4JAso.~2Pno.s I InP single quantum wells. Calculations
based on k·p theory could be fitted to the experimental data using the effective
masses reported in the literature, and a ratio of conduction- to valencEI band discontinuities of 35:65 . This is in good agreement with a mtio of 37:63, (Jbtained
more directly from an observed transition between confined electtons and free
holes. These values are in good agreement with some of t.he values rqJOrt.ed by
other authors, which were obtained by different techniques.

2.3 Photoluminescence of thin InGaAsP/lnP quantum wells
Photoluminescence is generally accepted as a standard characterisation method of
quantum wells. The set of bandstructure parameters obtained in t.he previous section enables us to use k·p calculations as an aid in interpreting the luminescence
spectra of InXGal_xAsy \> i-.Y

I

InP or, more generally, InxGul_xA:>y P 1- y

I

In"rGal_x.A~Y·PI_Y' quantum wells. The details regarding the experimeots and the

growth of the samples used in this section are the same as described in section 2.2.
In figure 2.4, a luminescence spectrum of an Ino 57GaO.4JAso.nPO.OR / InP multiple quantum well structure is presented. This structure, as indicated in the inset,
consists of six quantum wells of increasing thickness and a 2000

A thick

reference

la),{:r, grown on a 2

0

misoriented

InP substrate. The low-temperature

luminescence spectrum of this sample shows peaks related to each of the quantum
wells and the reference layer. The width of these peaks, widely uscd as a figure of
merit, compares well to data published by other authors [16].
The shift of the quantum well emissions with respect to the peak of the reference layer reflects the confinement energy of the electrons and heavy holes in the
wells. Using the k·p model, we are now able to calculate the width of each quantum well from its luminescence shifl. The thicknesses calculated in this way arc
indicated in the figure.
-rhc well width derived from the luminescence spectrum of this sample are
plotted against the growth time of each well in figure 2.5 (closed squares). The
relation between layer thickness and growth time is nicely linear, indicating a
constant gfOwth rate. The fact that the line does not extrapolate to zero thickness
for zero growth time shows that some extra deposition takes place in evcry growth

~'O"
2000A
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Fig. 2.4 Photoluminescence spectrum of an

Ino.57Gt1qAJAso.91PO.Ol!

/lnP

multiple qu.antum well stru.cture (inset) grown on 2.0 0 misoriented (001)

/nP substrate; well widths are Indicated in
-5Wcm-~, temperature 2K
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Fig. 2.5 Well widths c(1I(11Iaredjor rhe sample olJkure 2,4 (_), and/or
a Jimilar samples grown at a higher rate (0), (1S (1function o/growth time,
period. The fact that this behavior wa~ found for all samples investigated, but
with a thickness on:~et depending on the growth conditions (compare with the
c10scd squa.rcs), shows t.hat t.his is an artefact of the growth method rather than
of the k"p model.

Figure 2.6 shows a luminescenCl; spectrum of a similar Ino.s7Gao.41Aso.nPoosl
InP multiple quantum well structure grown on 0.20 misoriented InP suhstrat.C'
material. The quantum wells

emission~

are now split into multiple peaks. The

split.ting increases for t.hinner wells. The intensity ratios betwccn the peaks of a
particular multiplet are found to vary over a sample, while the positions remain
const.ant. By growing samples with one of the wells left out, it was established that.
each set of lines originates from one quantum well.
Calculations show that the widths for the different peaks in each multiplet
differ in st.eps uf approximately 1.5

A,

as indicated in figure 2.6, which corre-

~pond~ to one alomie layer. The value of

,-sA

wa$ found in a large number of

samples. This leads t.o the conclusion that the different peaks of a multiplet correspond to parts of the well differing one atomic layer in thickness" The fact that
this is observed in samples with a small misorientation only is explained by the
average distance between monolayer steps due to misorientation. This is schema30

tically pre:>ented in figure 2.7. The average

di~tance

misorientation and 30 the lattice constant. For

e

This is larger than the size of an exciton (~ 200

is 010/4 sin(€J) where

e

is the

= 0.2· this amounts to ~800A.

A), so excitons in the quantum

well will experience discrete different well widths, leading to discrete multiple
luminescence lines. For 0 = 2.00, however, the average terrace size is-gOA, which
is smaller t.han the exciton diameter. Therefore the excitons will experience some
average well width, and this will result in a single, perhaps somewhat broadened
luminescence line.
The variation of the well width in discrete atomic layers is possible because in
the InxGa,_xAsyP,_y

f InP system both the group III and group V components

of well and barrier material are different. In GaAsjAIAs quantum wells for example, only the group III layers differ, and hence the width of a quantum well can
not be determined more accurately than 010/2, a III and a V layer together. In order to actually observe aQf4 well width variations, the transition from well to bar"

fier material at the interfaces must be sufficiently abrupt, i.e. better than ao/Z.

T-2K

1100

1:WO

1'>00

Fig. 2.6 Photoluminescence spectrum of an Ino.FGao.43Aso.92Po.0II jln?
multiple quantwn well structure (inset) grown on 0]' misoriented (001)
In? substrate; well width differences are indicated in
density-5Wcm- 2 , temperature 2K.
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Hence observation of multiple luminescence lines, as in figure 2.6, is an indication
of abruptness of the interfaces on an atomic scale.
Tranfit'!1i$~ion

Electron

Miero~copy

(TEM) was used to check this conclusion.

The interfaces were indeed found to be abrupt, but constrictions in the wells were
observed.

This

Ino_nGao_4.~ASo92P(J_0l!

Can

be

seen

in

t.he

cross-section

micrograph

of an

/ InP multiple quantum well structure shown in figure 2.8.

The constrictions arc due t.o a 'dented' top interface of the quantum wells, where
the composition changes from InGaAsP to InP. The bottom interfaces do not
~how

this problem.

This suggests a relation between the dented interfaces and the growth proce·
dure. Normally, a growth interrupt of

~5

seconds is used to adjust the g,lS flows

when switching from one material to the other. To test the effects of this growth
interrupt, two samples were investigated: one grown with a prolonged growth interrupt (",",15 s) and one with no interrupt at all. The luminescence speclm of these
samples are shown in figure 2.9.

Fig. 2.7 Schematic presentation of we{{ width variations in connection with
substrate misorientation and exciton size.
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The spectrum of the sample grown with a prolonged growth interrupt, presented in figure 2.9a, shows multiple lines corresponding to 1.5

A

well width

variations. TEM showed that the interfaces of these samples were indeed much
worse. This explains the appearance of more discrete lines in the spectrum than
usual: the constrictions in the quantum well hinder the diffusion of excitons
through the well, which enables radiative recombination in thinner regions which
are energetically less attractive for the excitons.
The spectrum of the sample grown with no growth interrupt, presented in
figure 2.9b, also shows multiple lines, now corresponding to 3

A (ao/2)

well width

variations. TEM showed that the interfaces of this sample are not dented. The fact

Fig. 2.8 Cross-section TEM micrograph of an Ino.57Gao.43Aso.92Po.o8/ InP
multiple quantum well structure.
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that ao/4 variations arc oh~crvcd only when a growt.h interrupt ig applied can be
underMood from the gas switching procedure. During the growth interrupt, only
PH) gas flows through the reaW1L This enables the exchange As in the top group
V layer covering the sample surface with P from the gas phase, while the group III
layers remain unchanged. Without a growth interrupt, this process can not. take
place and only the ao/2 variations already present in the misoriented sample surrace arC ob.';ervcd.
In conclusion, we have shown that the k·p model with the set of b,lndstructufc
obtained in section 2.2 can be used in the interpretation of
luminescence spectra of In xGal_xAsy P1_ y I lnP quantum wel),. The information
thus obtained on the interface quality can be used to optimi~ growth condition~.
pa['amct.er~
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Fig. 2.9 Photoluminescellce spectra of Ino.s?Gao,43Aso,~2PM81 InP multiple
quantum well strllctures grown with prolorl,f;ed (a) and no (b) fvowtll it!-

'ii'rrupl at Ihe IrIGaAsP 10 InP inler/a.ce; well width di!Jermccs are indicated
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A.

2.4 Strained InGaAs quantum wells
A. Extension of the k.p model
To enable modelling of non lattice-matched quantum wells, the effect.. of the
mismatch strain have to be incorporated into the existing t·p model [3]. In this
section, we will describe how this is done for InXOat_xAs I InP quantum wells.
The extension to other III-V materials is straightforward.
InxGat_XAs is lattice matched to InP for

x~0.53.

For other compositions,

strain builds up when the material is grown epitaxially on InP. When the layer
thickness exceeds a critical value, the InxGat_XAs layer will relax to its own lattice
parameter by the formation of dislocations. Sufficiently thin layers, however, will
he forced to assume the in-plane lattice parameter of the substrate rnate6al, resulting in a 2-dimensional in-plane stress. This situation is presented schematically
in figure 2.10. For x < 0.53 the 2-dimensional stress is tensile, for x> 0.53 it is
compressive. The resulting alteration of the valence band structure indicatcd in
figure 2.10 wi[) be discusscd below.
Choosing the x,y,z co-ordinates along the cubic main axes [100], [010], and
[001], respectively, we can describe the 2-dimensional stress in terms of standard
elasticity theory:
T~~ = Tyy = T

t,,"" 0
Txy

(2)

= IXZ= Iyz = 0

For our present purpOses it is mOre convenient to speak in terms of strain rather
than stress. We then get:

(3)

where Sl t and St2 are the elastic constants of the well material, and !!O.w , aO.b are
the lattice parameters of tbe well and barrier materials,
The description of the effects of strain on the bandstructure near the

r

point

of the Brillouin zone given by Pollak !md Cardona [17] is suitable for incorpo·
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ration in the k·p quantum well theory. Analogous to their work for uniaxial stress,
for the biaxial stress described above we arrive at a strain Hamiltonian

o

o
o

0

-E.g -3Eh + '/,3&
3Et/.}2:
choosing E =0 at the bottom of the conduction band. The Hamiltonian operates
o n the basis sta te<:

u.

==

uhh

=;

uJh =
u. Q =

1st>

If

I (K + iy)t >

!~

I (x + iy}l >

If

I (x + iy)! > +

If

.~

~,~/

~~::

If

(5)

I zt >
I zt >

."/ :-~.: :. ;;- :.~.2:

)5 ~.-":- :.~~! ::;:.:

:~} ;:~;: '~:.~: .:::-.
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Fig. 2./0 Schematic
quantum welis.
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pre.~!!l1tation

of strain effects in InxGal_xAs I [tiP

where

1 and!

correspond to spin up and down, and the designations sand x,y,Z

refer to the conduction and valence band wavefunctions, tranforming like atomic
s- and p-functions under the operations of the tetrahedral group [3]. The four
basis states correspond to the electron, heavy hole, light hole and spin-orbit splitoff hole states at the centre of the Brillouin zone, as indicated by the indices. For
our 2-dimensional stress case, the terms O&, and

oBh

=0

(

2a I + S

oEt = 2b( S

SL2)
S
e
11

+

2S12
11

oEt are given by

+

S

12

xx

12

- I

(6)
)

Bx<

where a and b are the hydrostatic and tetragonal deformation potentials of the
well material. oEh describes a shift of the bandgap due to the hydrostatic component of the strain, and oEt describes the splitting of the valence band states due to
the tetragonal distortion of the crystal lattice.
The eigenvalues of the strain Hamiltonian (4) ate giVen by

E. =0

Et.t. = - Eg -0Et, -"2I oE,

~h

= -

Eg -0 ~ +

+ + +J6~
0Et -

60 +

+ 0&6 0 + tOE;

(7)

• + -;ruE,
I . -"280
I
IJl
9
~
E.o = -E.g -uBi.
-"2 8 0 + 01;8 0 + "40EI
The variation of the bandstructure of InxGal_xAs grown epitaxially on InP
ignoring confinement effects is easily calculated using equations (7). 111e material
parameters required are estimated by linear interpolation between the values for
GaAs and InAs, listed in table 2.2. The unstrained gap of the alloy is better approximated by [19,20J

Es'" 1.5192 - 1.5837x + 0.475x l
Eg = 1.43 - 1.53x + 0.45x

2

(4 K)
(293 K)

(8)

The results are presented in figure 2.11. The positions of the top of the valence
band (light and heavy holes) and of the spin-orbit split-off band of the unstrained
alloy are indicated by dashed lines for comparison. The tetragonal component of
37

the strain

splil~

the valence band states. Tensile strain (x

< 0.53) pushes the light

hole state to the top of the valence band. For compressive strain (x > 0.53) the
heavy holes form the top of the valence band. The strain has less elTect on the
heavy holes than on the light holes, because the hydrostatic and tetragonal shift
nearly cancel for the heavy holes.
T() calculate the energy levels in a strained layer quantum well, the strain
Hamiltonian described above is simply added to the Kane Hamiltonian used in the
k·p model. The energy levels are t.hen found using the same procedure as in the

unstrained case [3]. Thc result~ of these calculations for a 100

A InxGal_xAs I

loP quantum well are shown in figure 2.12. The material parameters used for the
calculations arc listed in t.able 2.2. The parameters for the InxGal_xAs alloy were
again obtained by linear interpolation between the values for GaAs and InAs, and
from equation (S). Following the results from section 5.2, 35% of the discontinuity in the clcctron-!Jellvy hole em:rgy gap was placed in the conduction band.
The levels are now shifted to higher energy due to the confinement in the quantum

0.0

··iII·... "· .. ',·... ,.·,'.,·.. ,··.','.,·, ..... '... "'fII .. ' ....... ·,·

In,Gal_,As
61
•

~
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O.S
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X

Fig. 2.11 Variation of the band structure of InxGa,_xAs grown epitaxially

on InP. The dashed lilies represent the top of the valence band and the
split-off band of the unstrained alloy.
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tallle 2.2 Parameters used in the calculations for strained InxGaJ_xAs
quantum wells. Datafrom references 1,18.

Eg

4K
293 K

Ee
6,.,

(eV)
(eV)
(eV)

mJmo
muJmo

mhh/mO
p2/mo

ao

(eV)

4K
293 K

ao

a
b

(A)
(A)
(eV)
(eV)

Sl2

Sll

+ Sn

InP

GaAs

InAs

1.5192

0.4105

1.43
0.343

0.35
0.381

0.0665
0.094
0.34

0.023
0.025

OAI

0.08
0.12
0.56

25

22

21

5.651
5.653
-7
-1.8

-0.454

6.057
6.058

1.425
\.35
0.11

5.867
5.869

-6
-1.8

-0.535

well. The crOSS-Over between light and hcavy holes shifts to lower x-valucs as the
confinement energy increases. For high x, the distance between the light and heavy
hole levels is further increased.
The use of linear interpolation to estimate the material parameters for the
InxGaj_XAs alloy may introduce small errorS in the results. The main sources of
possible errors are the uncertainties in the values of the deformation potentials,
which are not accurate!y known.
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A strained

InxGal_xAs! InP quantum well. The dotted lines represent the unconfined
energy levels.

B. Application to laser devices
The application of strained layer quantum wells in semiconductor lasers offers
an extra free parameter to the device engineer.

This renders the modelling of

strained layer quantum wells indispensible as a guide in optimizing the device
performance, or even in getting the emission wavelength right.
FOf a range of InxGal_.xAs compositions a quantum well thickness e){jsts
which results in an emission wavelength of 1.55 J.Lm (0.8 eV), used in fibre-optic
telecommunication applications. For InxGal_xAs

I

InP quantum wells, this is

possible for x2;.OAO. In figure 2.13 the lowest electron and hole levels for these
quantum we\[ thicknesses are plotted as a function of.x (wlld Hnes). The kink at
x~O.50

corresponds to the change-over from light to heavy holes. A similar plot

can be made fot the mOfe practical case of InxGal_xAs! Inx·Gal_x·AsyP,_y
40

quantum wells. In that case the quantum well thicknesses required are different for
a given composition, but the range of workable compositions is the same.
The use of an electron - light hole transition in a quantum well laser device
leads to operation of the laser in a transverse magnetic (TM) mode, whereas the
normal electron - heavy hole transition results in a transverse electric (TE) mode.
This is due to the different nature of the light and heavy hole wave functions. As
can be seen in equations (5) the heavy hole wavefunetion

Uhh

does not contain a

z.

component giving rise to the TM mode, but only X,Y components resulting in TE
mode operation. The light hole wavefunction

lllh

has a stronger 2. than x or y

component, so the TM mode will prevail.
An interesting possible advantage of the

USe

of strained layers in lasers ha5

recently been suggested by Yablonovltch and Kane [2], who suggested that the
strain-induced alteration of the valence band structure could be used to reduce
non-radiative recombination due to inter valence hand absorption. This is supposed to be a major loss mechanism in long-wavelength laser devices [21,22].
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Fig. 2./3 Lowest electron and hole levels (solid lines) in strained
InxGa,_x As

I

InP quantum wells designed to emit at 1.55 /»11- (0,8 eV)_

The dotted lines represellt the ullconfined energy levels.
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The principle of inter valence band absorption is explained in figure 2.14a.
An O.S eV photon emitted in a radiative transition between conduction band and
(heavy hole) top of the valence band may be fe-absorbed in a transition from lhe
splitroff to the heavy hole band. Due to the smaller mass of the split-off band, this
transition will lit the 0.8 eV photon at some point away from the centre of the
Brillouin zone. If the quasi-Fermi level for the valence band is such that. t.here are
unoccupied states at this point, the transition may occur. A reduction of the effective mass at the top of the valence band shifls the transition furthf;l[ away from
the centre of the Brillouin zone, and higher into the valence band (figure 2.14b).
As there are less unoccupied states at these higher energies, the absorption will be
reduced. Similar arguments hold for inter valence band Auger processes, which
require two unoccupied states in the valence band.
Yablonovitch and Kane [2J have argued that the in-planE: heavy hole mass is
much reduced in compressively strained quantum wells (x> 0.53), because the
light hole states are shifted away due to the strain. This would result in a reduction

V·
I

(a)
Fig. 2.14 (aJ Principle

(b)

of inter valence band absorption; (b) a

redl~c(iQn

oj the split-off hole mass moves the transition away from the zone centre.
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of the inter valence band absorption by more than an order of magnitude for an
InQ,6GaQ.~As!

InP quantum well.

Figure 2.11, however, shows that the removal of the light hole states is not
the only effect of the strain. The split-off band is also pushed further up in the
valence band. As can be seen in figure 2.14, an effective increase of the spin-orbit
splitting moves the unwanted inter valence band transition back towards the zone
centre, thus increasing the absorption. This at least partly cancels the effects of the
reduced mass. As will be shown below, the reduction of the hole effective mass
will also move the quasi-Fermi level under lasing conditions closer to the valence
band edge which results in more unoccupied states and stronger absorption,
Clearly, an accurate estimate of these effects should be based on a full calculation
of the quantum well band structure, and should take into account the conditions
under which the laser operates. Such a calculation will not be attempted here,
Nevertheless, L5 /-tm laser devices containing Ino.gGao.2As quantum wells have
proved to be very successful!. Details on these devices have been published
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Fig. 2.15 External efficiency t7 as a function of cavity length for strained
layer quantum welilusers. From this plot, the intemul efficif.ru;y 111 and the
loss factor
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can be derived.

elsewhere [23,24). These lasers perform much better than conventional unstrained
Ino.>}GaO.4?As lasers in features like low threshold current, and an unprecedented
200 mW CW output power at room temperature. The most remarkable result is
presented in figure 2.15, giving the external efficiency of the la<;er as a function
of the cavity length. By extrapolating to zero cavity length, an internal efficiency
of 111",,100 % is found. From the slope of the curve a loss factor of Cl = 13 em-I is
deduced. A loss factor as low as 3.8 em-I was very recently reported for a single
quantum well laser [25]. These figures compare very favourably wit.h those for
conventional unstrained lasers (typically: 111::::e60 %, Cl::::e50 cm- 1

),

and indicate a

reduction of losses.
Although the excellent performance of these strained layer quantum

wel1la~ers

may still be caused by a reduction of inter valence band absorption, the discussion
above makes this rather doubtful. An alternative explanation lies in the reduction
of the electron and hole effective masses.
To clarify the effects of reduced effective masses it. is instructive to consider
the Bernard·Du(:;lff(lurg condition [26]

f..··r························

~
(a)

. . 7\. . . .1\. .

Fig. 2.16 Position of the quasi-Fermi It?velsfor the
Tn" "'"
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m. (6) and m, > m. (1;),

(0)

(b)
case,~

m«m,. (a),

(9)
which states that the quasi-Fermi levels for the conduction and valence band must
be at least the bandgap apart to produce optical gain. For simplicity, we will
consider the minimal condition F. - Fv = Eg• Defining 8 as the separation between
the quasi-Fcrmi level F. and the conduction band edge, we can distinguish three
situations: l'1 > 0, 8 = 0, and 6. < 0, presented in figure 2.16 a,b and c, respectively. The number of carriers in the conduction and valence band is calculated
using the 2-dimensional density of states mlnli 2 and Fermi-Dirac statistics:

n=

"1

me

o

P=

~&2
,," I

C'" mv

1o

nf12

I

(Il- ) kT
t; I

+e

d

E=

m~

-2

nil

"lkT

In( I + e

)
(10)

1

1 + e(EH)lkT

dE

my I (

= 1CIi 2 n

1+ e

-MkT

)

Under operating conditions the number of electrons n is equal to the number of
holes p, or
me In( I

+ e6.lkT) =

mv In( I + e- MkT)

(II)

This equation shows that 8 is determined by the ratio of the efTedive masses
mjm v ' If mo = my> it follows that l'1 ""0, the case of figure 2.16b. If mo of-

my. then

8 # 0, the cases of figure 2.16 a and c.
The discussion above shows that a reduction of either the electron or hole effective mass leads to a reduction of the number of carriers of both species. The
main recombination losses in a semiconductor laser:

Shockley-Read-Hall non-

radiative recombination, spontaneous radiative recombination, Auger recombination, carrier spill-over and inter valence band recombination all depend on the
number of carriers. Therefor.;:, if the number of carriers required to produce gain
is reduced by a reduction of the effective masses, the recombination losses are also
redUced, resulting in better laser performance. In addition, more sophisticated
calculations show that a reduction of the lowest of the two effective masses, in
practical cases mo , leads to a reduction of the threshold current [27].
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As can be seen in table 2.2, the conduction band effective mass decreases as
the In content of the InxGat_xAs alloy increases. In quantum wells strained in
either direction, the hole mass decreases. The reduction of electron and bole mass
both contribute to a reduction of the number of carriers required to produce gain,
and thus to a reduction of the loss processes mentioned above. These effect'; are
much more obvious than the reduction of the inter valence band recombination
mechanisms by alteration of the valence band structure, and form a mOre likely
explanation of the excellent performance of strained quantum well lasers.
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3. Phonons in Si/Ge superlattices

ABSTRACT
We have calculared (he dispersion of longill/dinal phonons in Si/Ge superlattices using a linear chain model involving first and second nearest neighbour inUlraclions. For Si/SiJ_xGex superlattices, a Rytov model is used. The
results of the calculations are compared with the results of Raman exper"
imenls on superlattice samples, showing the predicted folding arid confinement of the phonons. The parameters of the models are based on
experimental data on bulk Si arid Ge, and on the super/attic!! parameters
determined by X-ray diffraction and Rutherford backscatter/ng.

Good

quantirative agreement between theory and experiment is obtained, The
'St-Oe' mode observed experimentally is shown to originate /rom imperfect
interfaces. Other features in the Raman spectra can also be used to asses
inter/ace quality.
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3.1 Introduction
The recent advent of high-quality silicon molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has
caused a renewed interest in Si/Gc superlattices. This interest is partly based on
thc suggestion by Gnutzmann and Clausecker [I] that a supedattlce made of the
two indirect semiconductors could produce a direct gap due to zone-folding, This
has led to speculations on optical applications of SilOe superlattices. Such optimism, however, seems to be misplaced. The formation of a direct gap due to
zone-folding is primarily a formal matter, Such a quasi-direct gap will not have the
properties of a real direct gap, such as a larger oscillator st.rength fol' the radiative
transition. Calculations by Sehuurmans ct al. [2J have shown this for short period
GaP/AlP superlattlces. In that case the oscillator strength of the quasi.direct
transition could be raised from 10- 4 to 10- 3 relative to the really direct

r·r

tran-

sition in GaP, but only in very short period (I x I) superlattices. For larger periods
the oscillator strength is not appreciably enhanced.
Similar results may be expected for the case of Si!Ge superlattices. Only in
very short period superlattices, where the bonds for a large part. have been replaced
by Sl-Oe bonds, some small effects may be expected. Any gain in oscillator
strength, however, is likely to be cancelled by an enhanced non-radiative recombination due to bad interfaces or dislocations, which form easily 1n the heavily
strained Si/Ge system. Consequently the quality of t.he superlattice will determine
whether any real improvement is achieved.
Alternative applications of SijOe superlattices may lie in the field of
heterojunction bipolar transi5tors (HBT's), where Sil_.Ge, alloys have proved to
be successful

e3J. Hetero junctions where one of thc materials is formed by a SI/Ge

superlattice m~y perform even better. Whatever the application, it is clear that the
optimization of the superlattice quality is of importance,
An obvious choice in assessing the quality of SIJperlattice 1':amplc1': is to use
Raman spectroscopy"

Ram~n

scattering has already proved to be an important

tool for the investigation of III· V superlattices. A review on this topic has recently
been given by Jusserand and Cardona [4]. Raman scattering has recently also been
used to charact.erize Si/Ge and Si/Si 1_.Oe. supcrlattices [5 .. 10]. In the case of long
period Si/Sij_.Ge. superlattices, the folding of the acoustic phonons can be described by the Rytov model [IIJ, which does not, however, apply to the optical
region of the phonon spectrum. Calculations of phonon dispersion in short period
50

SifGe superlat.tices

hav~

recently

b~en

presented, based both on a linear chain

model [10,12.,14], and on three dimensional models [15 .. 19). To justify the use
of Raman scattering for the characterization of Si/Ge and Si/Sil_.Ge. superlattices, and to enable a correct interpretation of the spectra,

a careful comparison

between theory and experiment is needed, using additional characterization techniques where possible.
In this chapter,

resull~

of Raman experiments On short perioo Si/Ge and long

period Si/Si 1~,Ge, superlatticcs are presented. The results of the experiments are
compared with the results of calculations based on a linear chain model and on the
Rytov model. To enable a true comparison between theory and experiment, the
compositional properties of the superlattice samples investigated were also analysed by x-ray diffraction and Rutherford backscattcring tcchniqucs_

It will be

shown that much information on the superlaUice and its quality can be derived
from a Raman spectrum.

3.2 Theory
A. The Rytov model
The Rytov model [II] describes the propagation of elastic waves in a super·
lattice consisting of alternating layers of twu elastic media. The individual layers
are described by their thicknesses OJ, d 2 , their densities PI.
locitie.~

P.,

and their

~ound

ve·

vI! v" The dispersion of elastic wave.~ propagating in the direction perpen·

dicular to the layers is given by [IIJ
wdl

cos( qd) = cos( -v-) cos(
,

-

I

~(R

2

I

+ -R

where q is the wave vector,
(d = d I

+ d,).

The factor R

i~

wd 2

~v- )
2

wd,
wd 2
)sin( --)sin(--)
VI

(f)

(I)

v2

is thc frequency and d is the superlattice period

given by

(2)
S1

Values of the lattice constant Qo, the atomic mass M, the den.~iry

table 3.1

p, the LA phonon velocity

VI.,."

the LO phonon energy ww. and the coP/fl-

cimt b describing the strain-induced LO phonon energy shift in bulk Si and
Ge, at 300 K (db.tafrom refs. 5,20). The/orce wnstants

c, and C2 are de-

rived from these data.
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Fig. 3.1 Dispersion of longitudinal phO'Wn.1 in the (001) direction at
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9.' J).

Formula (I) describes the folding of the linear dispersion due to the periodicity
of the superJaUice_ This will be described further in the following sections- The
material parametcn;; needed to describe a SijSil_xGe. superlattice are obtained by
linear interpolation between the well-known data for bulk Si and Ge, summarized
in table 3_1_
A~ thi~

model is based on elasticity, it is valid only when the phonons in the

individual bulk materials show linear dispersion, I.e. OJ varies Ilnearly with q. Bulk
Si and Oe deviate appreciably from this behaviour for phonon energies
~

100 cm-

I

,

flU)

above

as can be seen in figure 3.1. Hence the Rytov model is applicable to

the acoustic region of the phonon spectrum only"
B. The linear chain model

TO enable a description of the full phonon spectrum, one must take in to ac-

count the discrete character of the crystal lattice. A simple way to do this is by
modelHng the sequence of atomic planes as a linear chain of masses connected by
springs [II!]. As is sketched in figure 3.2, each period of the supcrlattice is denoted
with an index m, and the atoms within eaeh period are denoted with an index i.
Incorporating fin;;t· and sccond-nearest-ncighbour force constants (Clo C2), the
equation of motion of the i-th mass in the m-th period reads:
MiDi(md) = [ ~Cl.l -Cl,I_I]Ulmd) +c1,iUi-,"l(md) +cl,i_1Ui_l(md)

(3)

+ [ -c2,i -el,i_l]Ui(md) +C2,i U i+i md ) +c2,i_2UI_2(md)

where U(z) is the deviation from the equilibrium position and M is the mass.
When the mass index i± I, i±2 exceed:; the boundaries of the m-th period, the appropriate mass in the neighbouring period is inserted,

ror e;t:ample:

where N is the number of atomic planes in one period of the superlattice_ To find
the frequencies of the phonons propagating in the z-dircction of the superlattice
we are looking for solutions to this system of differential equations of the form

U;(z) =

U~ exp{i(wt -qz»

(5)

Equations (3) then becomes
2
-M;(1) U = [-C1,; -CI,i_aUj +CI,IU + 1 +c1.1-1 U ;-1

i

l

+ [ -Cl,i

-C2,i_2]U~

+C2"U:+ 2 +C 2,i_2 U

(6)

;_2

When the mass index i± I, i±2 exceeds the boundaries of the m-th period, the expressions are reduced to within one period with the addition of a phase factor.
Equation (4), for example, becomes

2
-M 1w Uj = [

-<;1.1

-1- [ ~-C2,1

-cl.N]ui +cl.l u; +cl,NU Nexp(iqd)
-c2,N_ aU~ +C2,1

(7)

U; +c 2,N- t U~_I cxP(iqd)

The set of equations (6) constitute an eigenvalue problem, in which the
eigenvalues (1)2 give the phonon frequencies, and the eigenvectors U· give the relative amplitudes of the N atoms in the correspondiog modes. This eigcnvalue

N-1

N: 1

2

j j j j
i

I
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N-1
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jij

J

------~Mt· -~
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~_!L...I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...JI!:L...L~~-ffi-1

m

_z
Fig. 3.2 Linear chain mode! of a super/attice. The N atoms in the m-th period are characterized by their masses M, and the bond force constants
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CI.t,

problem is easily solved numerically for any value of the wave vector q and composition of the superlattice unit ceIL
The values of the force constants

CI

and

C2

can be derived from experimental

data on bulk Si and Ge, more specificallly from the LO phonon energy

roLO

and

the LA propagation velocity vlA (we are concerned with longitudinal modes only,
because they can be observed in Raman scattering experiments on (00 I) oriented
crystals). The following expressions are easily derived by applying the above"
sketched formalism to bulk Si or Ge (two atomic planes in each period):

WLO=J~I

(8)

(9)
The bulk data and the force constants derived from it using these expressions are
given in table 3.1. The full dispersion of longitudinal phonons in an (00 I) direction in bulk Si and Ge calculated in this way is presented in figure 3.1, together
with data from neutron scattering experiments [21 .. 23]. A description with first·
nearest-neighbour interactions only (dotted lines) is clearly not adequate, but the
dispersion is quite accurately described when second-nearest-neighbour interactions are also taken into account (solid lines). The incorporation of interactions
with more remote neighbours is straightforward, but the remaining differences
between theory and experiment are only small, and they may well be due to failure
of the simpel linear chain approach,
interactions.

fOf

other reasons than the neglect of remote

In a SiiOe superlattice sample, the lattice mismatch will cause the layers to
be strained. This strain will change the force constants. When the strain in a
superlattice sample is known, e.g. from x"ray diffraction and Rutherford backscattering measurements, its effect On the force constants can be estimated by using
the simple relation for the corresponding strain·induced shift of the bulk LO
phonon:
( 10)

where e is the in-plane strain in a layer. The values of the coefficient b have been
determined eJlperimentally [5J, and are included in table 3.1. The corresponding
change in the force constants

Cl

is derived from equation (8), and the force con55

stants

102

are simply scaled proportionally. The force constants for Si·Ge bonds

occurring at the interfaces arc estimated by interpolation between those of the
strained Si"Si and Oe-Oe bonds. This seems reasonable, since the Si and Oe force
constants do not differ much (see table 3" I), and arc even almost equal in a symmetrically strained situation. The behaviour of phonons in the superiattice is
mainly determined by the difference in atomic mass between Si and Ge, rather
than by differences in the force constants.
To calculate the intensity of the Raman peaks, a bond polarizability
model [24,41 was used. This model assumes that the po\arizability of the bonds
dependr.; on the bond length, which is modulated by the lattice vibrations:
(11 )

..5a=cM

The change in length of the bonds within the superJattice unit cell are derived from
the eigenvectors giving the deviations of the individual atomic planes. The coefficients c were chosen arbit.rarily, with a small difference between the Si-Si and
Ge·Oe bonds. Because the actual values of the coefficients arc not known, a fit
of these results to the experimental spectra is not attempted. The results of the
model are merely used to indicate which modes are forbidden and which

~hould

have considerable intensity.

In figure 3.3, the dispersion of longitudinal phonons in a Si4/Ge4 superlattice
in the (001) direction, calculated with the linear chain model, is shown. Strain ef·
fects are ignored for the moment. As the superialtice period contains eight atomic
planes, eight eigenvalues are found for each q. The displacement amplitudes of the
individual atoms in the unit cell corresponding

1.0

the modes at q "" 0 are shown

on the right of the figure. The three modes highest in energy are confined to the
Si layers, because the de atoms are too heavy to follow these frequencies (the Ge
bulk dispersion has immaginary q i>olutions at these frequencies, i.e. they are
strongly dampl>d). The lower the phonon frequency, the more the mode penetrates
into the De layers. As the atomic planes in a Si layer do not 'feel' the adjacent.
Si layer through the Ge layers, the disperioo of these confined modes is almost flat.
The mode just below 300 cm- I corresponds to the bulk Ge LO phonon, just as the
mode near 500 cm- I corresponds to the bulk Si LO phonon. The former mode is
partly confined to the Oe layers. This is not due to damping of this frequency in
the Si layers, but to the fact that the Ge layers resonate at this frequency whereas
the Si layers don't. The modes below 300 cm- 1 are 'folded' acoustic phonons, with
56
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Fig. 3.3 Disper.'Iion of longitudinal phOnOIlS in the (001) direction in a

St,/Ge.. superlattiu, calculated wirh the linear chain model using the pararneters of table 3.1. The amplitudes of the individual aroms corresponding

f()

the zone-centre pho'lOns are indicated on the right.

displacem(!nt amplitudes throughout thc unit cell. These modes are caused by
folding of the bulk acoustic dispersion due to the periodicity of the 5uperlattice.

C. Comparison
A~

mentioned before, the Rytov model can only describe the low frequency

acoustic region of the phonon spectrum, due to the assumed linear bulk dispersion.
For the part of the spectrum above'" I 00 cm~1 the linear chain model must be
used. It is interesting, however, to compare the results of the two models in the
region where both are applicable. In figure 3.4 the dispersion of the folded
acoustic phonons in a Siso/Geso superlattice, calculated with both the linear chain
model and the Rytov tnodel, is presented. The equivalent parameters of table 3.1
were used, ignoring strain effects. Apart from small diffenmc/;:s in the mini-gaps
at the center and boundaries of the Brillouin zone, the results of the two models
are identical for low phonon energies. At higher energies the results from the two
57

models begin to differ, as was expected. The linear chain model will describe the
optical I'egion of the phonon spectrum as shown in figure 3.3, whereas the folding
behaviour of the Rytov model will go on indefinitely.
To test the validity of the Rytov model for shorter periods of the SUperlatlice,
the energies of the lowest folded acoustic pholJons in a range of Si.,.jGe", superlattices were c,l\culated with both models, In figure 3,5, the results are shown as
a function of m, calculated for q =O.OI2A-I, corresponding to the phonons observed in a Raman experiment with

45&

nm light in a backscattering configura-

tion, Again, the the rcslllLs obtained from the two models begin to dirrer when the
bulk dispersion deviates from a linear behaviour, i.e. around 100 em-I, Roughly,
the deviati!)[l~ in the Rytov results are below !Ocm-· I if mIn> 5, where n is the
index of the folded phonon doublets as indicated in figure 3.'5, If the sllperlattice
period is to be estimated from an experimental phonon energy, the

re~ulting

error

in m is small, however, due to the steepm:ss of t.he curves.
Si50 /Ge 50
------ Rytov
- - lin. chain

Fig. 3.4 Dispersion of longitudinal folded acoustic phonon.> in a Si50/GeJO
sup{lrlatticl? in the (001) direction calculated with the linear chain model
(solid line) and Ihe Rylov model (dashed line). using the parameters oftaMe 3.1.
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Fig. 3.5 Energies of the lowest folded acoustic phonons in a Simi Ge", superlattice in the (00 l) direction calculated with the linear chain model (solid
lme) and the Rytov model (dashed line), using the parameters of table 3.1.
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q = O.OJ 2 A-I.

3.3. Experiments
A. Experimental conditions
The samples used for this work were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
on (001) oriented Si wafers. The superlaUiccs were grown at temperatures from
380 ·C to 470 ·C. In ease of SilGe superlattices, a Si._.Ge. alloy buffer layer
was deposited first, to provide a substrate with a lattice constant between those
of Si and Oe. The superlattices were capped with a Si layer of about 100

A.

The

positions of the Si and Ge sources in the MBB system with respect to the wafer
cause an inhomogeneity in the deposition rates. This inhomogeneity wai; either
avoided by rotating the wafer during deposition, or used to obtain a systematic
variation of the sample composition over the wafer [25].
To characterize fully the composition of the samples, the Si/Ge ratios of the
supcrlattice and buffer layers were determined by Rutherford backscattering
S9

table 12 Parameters of the short period

sup~y{attice

samples determined

from XRD alld RBS re.rults; number of periods p, number of Si mono/ayers
n and Ge mono{ayers m in each period, in-plane strain in the Si and Gt
layers eSI and eO" and the Ge-conttn{ x of the alloy buffer layer.

sample

p

SI

50

S2
S3

50

50

n

4.1
4.3
14.1

m

eSi

gGe

o/~

0/0

0/0

6.2

-1-2.1
+2.4

-2.1
-1.7

9.1

-1-1.5

-2.6

4.1

60

X

55
77
36

70

Raman shift (em-1)

Fig. 3.6 Raman spectrum of a 20 period Si(5() A)/SIc.(}fJGea.n(54 A) .\'uperlattice, obtained at 300 K using a 457.9 nm laser lille.
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(RBS), using 2 MeV He'" ions and a backscattering angle of 170·. A depth resolution of about 100

A was achieved by selecting an angle of 60· betwccn the

sample normal and the incident beam.
The superlattice period and the lattice constant perpendicular to the plane
aool were determined using x-ray diffraction (XRD). Details of the XRD measurements have been published elsewhere [27} The in-plane lattice constant aloo
and thus the in-plane strain of the individual layers was derived from these results
using standard elasticity theory, which has been shown to give good
results (26,27)
The Raman spectra described here were obtained at room temperature using
a conventional Raman setup with a double monochromator and photon counting
equipment, in a near-backscattering configuration. An Ar+ laser operating at
457.9 nrn was employed.

Due to the short penetration depth

at this

wavelength [28] signals from the buffer layer are avoided. In order to enhance the
signals from the capping layer (for use as a strain indicator), a 363,8 nm line was

ao

•

60

0

457.9nm
514.5nm

40

-f"
E
.s 30
w

:1.0
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0
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0.02.
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q
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(.s.- 1 )

Fig. 3.7 Longitudinal phonon dispersion of a Si(5J A)

I

SirJ,OIJGelJ,3:/..5! A)

superlattice, calculated with the Rytov model. The dots indicate experimental results (see fig- 6). obtained using two different laser /ines.
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sometimes used. To measure thll small shifL~ due to the folded acoustic phonons,
the samples Were placed in a vacuum cell to eliminate spurious signals from the
aiL
B. Results

In figure 3.6, the low energy part of the Raman spectrum of a 20 period
Si(50 AJ/Sio6&GeO__12(54 A) superlattice (as determined from XRO and RBS result.'i)
i~ presented. A clear folded acoustic phonon doublet centered around 25 cm- I and

a second weak doublet centered around 50 cm-"' can be observed_ A Raman spectrum from the same sample was also obtained using a second laser line, to probe
a different position in the Brillouin zone. The phonon energies derived from these
spectra are plotted in figure 3.7, together with the dispersion of longitudinal
phonons in a Si(5J A)/Si o6S GeQJ;1(51 A) superiattice. This slight difference with the
experimental layer thicknesses gives the best fit between theory and experiment,
but is in fact. well wit.hin the experimental accuracy of the combined XRD,RBS

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

Raman shift (em·')
Fig. 3.8 Raman spectrum of a 50 period Sit/Ge. superla(ticl?, sample Sl,
obtained at 300 K using a 457.9 nm laser line. Arrows indicate calculared
phonon energies.
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and Raman results. We may therefore conclude tilat this low-energy part of the
phonon spectrum is satisfactorily described by the Rytov model, using a linear
interpolation for the Sil_.Ge. material parameters as described in section 3.3.A.
To test the validity of the linear chain model described in section 3.2.B, some
short period SijGe superlattices were grown" The samples were characterized by
XRD and ReS, in addition to the Raman measurements, to determine independently the composition, period, and strain of the superJattice samples. The results
of these measurements are listed in table 3.2 for tile samples described in this
work.
Figure 3.8 shows the Raman spectrum obtained from the Si,JGe4 superlattice
sample SI. The arrows indicate the phonon energies for a SiJGe4 superlattice,
calculated using the linear chain model with force constants corresponding to the
strain in the layers as determined for sample SI (see table 3"2), This causes small
oumerical differences with th~ phonon energies in figure 3.3.
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,
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Raman shift (em )
Fig. 3"9 Raman spectrum oj a 50 period

S4/Ge~

super{attit.;e, sample S2,

obtained at 300 K using a 457.9 11m laser line, Arrows indicate t;alt;uluted
phonon energies.
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The peak Ilt approximately 490 cm- I corresponds to the first confined phonon
in the Si layers of the superl<tttice. The peak position agrees with the calculated
energy to within 1 cm- I, indicating that the shift with respect to the bulk LO
phonon due to strain ('"" 10 em-I ) and confinement (~20cm-') is predict.ed correctly by the model. The same good agreement is found for the peak at approximately 290 em-I, corresponding to the bulk Oe LO phonon. The folded acoustic
doublet around 180 cm"! is not resolved, but the agreement with the calculated
position is quite good. 1'he second and third confinEd phonons in the Si layer~,
predicted around 460 cm- I and 360 cm-I, are not observed. For t.he former mode,
this is not surprising as it is symmetry forbidden, but. for the latter mode the bond
polarizability model predicts a considerable int.ensity. In stead of this mode there
i~

a st.rong pc<tk at 405 em-I, the energy expected for a Si-Oe vibration. 'This peak

is generally observed in all samples, with

it~

position remarkably independent of

Si,iGe 9

"
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Fig. 3.10 Raman spectra of a 50 period SluICe? superlattice, sample S3,
obtained ar 300 K Ilsing a 457.9 nm laser line; (a): as grown, (h):
annealed JO min. at 700 ·C, (c): annealed 30 min. at 800 ·C. Arrows
IndiCille (;ah;ulared phonon energies.
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the superJattice composition. The nature of this "Si-Oe" mode, and the reason for
the absence of the higher confined phonons will be discussed in section 3.4.
Figure 3.9 shows the Raman spectrum obtained from a SLJGe6 superlattice
sample (S2 in table 3.2). The arrows indicate the phonon energies for a SiJOee,
superiatticc, calculated with the appropriate force constants. As the thickness of
the Si layers in this samples is the same as in sample S I, the confinement effect on
the Si phonon energy is the same, the energy can only differ due to a difference in
the strain. Indeed the agreement between the experimental peak position and the
calculated value is again excellent. This is also true for t.he Ge-Ge peak at

~

305 em-I. Due to the larger number of monolayers in the superlaUice unit cell, two

folded acoustic doublet~ are now visible around 125 cm- 1 and 250 cm- 1, again not
resolved. The agreement with the calculated positions is reasoO;)bleIn order to observe higher confined phonons in the Si layers, a sllperiattice
with thicker Si layers was grown. A Raman spectrum obtained from this SilJGe9
superlattice (sample 53 in table 3.2) as grown is shown in figure 3.10, curve a,
Just below the main Si confined phonon peak a weaker second peak is dearly
visible corresponding to the third confined phonon (the even numhers have Zero
intensity). There is even a weak indication of a fifth confined mode at approximately 470 cm",I. The "Si-Ge" mode at 405 em"I is again present, but weaker than
in the previous samples. A resolved folded acoustic doublet is observed around
70 cm- I. The arrows again indicate the phonon energies calculated for this superlattice incorporating the strain as listed in table 3.2. Because the crystal structure
requires that the superlattice period must be an

even

number of monolayers. the

calculations were made with a unit cell consisting of two Si layers and two Ge
layers, a unit cell of 46 in stead of 23 mono layers, This

tesull~

in 46 phonon fre·

quencies, many of which have zero or negligible intensity. For clarity, only those
phonons which are actually observed are indicated in figure 3.10. An interesting
result is that the shoulder of the Gc-Ge phonon, at 292 cm- 1, is a result of the 46
monolayer periodicity, and is not predicted when the calculation is performed wit.h
a 23 monolayer period. The agreement between calculated and eXperimental peak
pOSitions is good, only the main Ge-pcak at "" 307 em- t deviates 3 cm- I f!'Om the
predicted position,
Curve b in figure 3.10 is the Raman speet.rum recorded from sample S3 after
it had been annealed for 30 minutes at 70{) "C. Some broadening of the third
confined phonon peak is observed, and the "Sj-Ge" peak gets stronger. Annealing
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at ROO ·C (curve b) results in a total disappearance of folded acoustic and higher
confined phonon peaks. The main Si-con!1ned peak has shifted to lower energy,
and the intensity of the "Si-Qe" peak has further increased. The Ge-peak has also
5hifted to lower energy. The small peak at 509 cm- I in curve c ig ca\l~ed by the
strll.ined Si capping layer.

3.4 Discussion
The comparison of the Rytov model with the linear chain model shows that
the former is applicable only in the low-energy region of the supcrlattice Raman
spectrum, where the bulk phonon dispersion is to good approximation lineal'. In
this region, the agreement between the Rytov model and our Raman experiments
on t.he Si/Sil_.Ge. superlatticc is cxcellent (see figs. 6 and 7)_ This is in agreement
with the conclusion of Lockwood ct al. [7]. Our results do not confirm the deviat.ion of the propagation velocity in the Sil_.Ge. alloy reported by Brugger
ct aL [6]. Linear interpolation between the values for bulk Si and Ge, for the alloy
composition which has been accurately and independently determined by RBS,
leads to a correct prediction of the folded acoustic phonon energies. Hence Raman
can be used as a much quickcr and easier way to characterlzc Si/Sik.Gc. super"
lattices.
The agreement between our linear chain calculations and the Raman experiment'> on short perion SijGe superlattices is quite satisfactory, In the optical region of the spect.ra, the positions of the main peaks, the Si-Si and the Ge-Ge peaks,
are accurately predicted when the strain in the layers is taken into account. Also
the higher confined phonon energies and the folded acoustic phOnon energies agree
with the experiments. There arc discrepancies between the model and the ex periment~

concerning the higher confined modes and the presence of a non-predicted

mode at

~

405 cm- I _

"rhe mode at ~ 405 cm- i is generally regarded as a "Si-Ge" or interface mode
because of its position, which is remarkably constant in samples of very different
compositions, and corresponds in frequency to a Si-Ge vibration. However, as was
previously pointed out by Molinari and Fasolino [13], such a mode is not predicted in the Case of longitudinal phonons in SijGe superlattices with perfect
interfaces. A tranvcrse Si-Ge mode is possible, because the gap in the bulk trans66

verse phonon disperSion of 5i at this frequency allows a mode localized at the
interfaces, not able to penetrate into either layer. Transverse phonons, however,
are not observed in backscattering from an (001) sample surface. In the case of
longitudinal phonons there is no gap in the Si phonon dispersion, and therefore
no intcrface mode.
This suggests that the mode observed may be an indication of imperfect
interfaces. Though the ways of modelling a bad interface in a simple lincar chain
model are limited, the origin of the Si-Gc mode can be clarified. Figure 3.11 shows
the dispersion calculated for a SiJGe.; supcrlaUicc as in figure 3.3 where a bad
interface has been cruddy modelled by interchanging the 5i and Ge atomic layers
at one of the interfaces.

A~

a result of this operation. the main features of the

phonon dispersion do not change much, but a doublet appears at

~

405 cm-\

corresponding to the mode observed experimentally. This doublet is generally ob-
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taincd at the same phonon energy for superlattices of different composit.ion when
bad interfaces arc modelled in this way. This agrees well with the Si·Ge mode observed experimentally, which is also generally present at this energy. Although this
way of modeillng h very Grudf:, it itldicates that in a real superlattice the longi.
tudinal Si-Ge mode is caused by penetration of Ge into the SI layers and vice
vcrsa.

We therefore conclude that the Sl-Ge mode is indeed an indication of

imperfect interfaces due t.o interdiffusion. This is confirmed by the results of the
annealing f:)(periment, as will be:: discussed below.
Another way of modelling bad interfaces in a linear chain model was applied
by Dharma-wardana et al. [14]. They modelled intcrdiffusion at the interfaces by
using interface atomic layers with smeared·out masses. Although conceptually at·
tractive, this approach does not lead to an explanation of the interface mode. The
effect of the smeared·out masses is to change the frequency (but not thi;l character)
of the higher confined modes in the Si

layer~.

Thus, by choosing the right amount

of smearing. one of them may be tuned to the frequency of the interface mode.
When a superlattiee with a different Si layer thickness is considered, another confined mode must be shifted by assuming a different amount of smearing. In a
Si4/Ge4 supcrlattice it is in fact impossible to obtain a mode at ~ 405 cm-! in this
way. As the cffcct of the smearing of the masses is a downshift of the confined
phonon energies, the modc at 460 em-I in flgure 3.3 would have to
t.his mode has zero int.ensity because it is symmetry forbidden,

b~

uscd, but

Hence this ap-

proach can not produce a peak at 405 em-I in a Si4/Ge4 superlattice. Our present
bad interface model (figure 3.11), though clearly very crude, always givi;lS two
modes at the right energy for SijGc superlattices of all compositions, one of which
modes has considerable intensity, without the need of a tuning parameter.
The non-observation of higher confined modes in the Si4/Ge4 and Si4/Ge6
sllpcrlatticc samples and the observation of only two clear confined modes in the
Si14/Gc9 samples is also explained by the imperfection of the

interface.~.

As was

pointed out by Fas01 et a1. [29] in the case of GaAs/AIAs superlattices, the higher
confined modes have relatively more amplitude at the interfaces, whereas t.he first.
confined mode has most of its amplitude in the centre

or !.he Si

layers. This can

be seen in flgure 3.3. The higher modes will therefore be increasingly more sensitive to the interface quality, flnd be broadened by bad interfaces which prevents
their obscl'valiotl,
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Another indication of imperfect interfaces is the asymmetric broadening at the
low-energy side of the Si-Si peak in the Raman spectra (see e.g. figure 3.8). This
asymmetry is caused by the fact that the imperfection of the interfaces causes the
modes to shift to lower energy only, as was mentioned above. Also the fact that
the folded acoustic doublets are resolved only in the superlattice~ with larger periods, where the interfaces arc relatively less important, points to imperfect interfaces.
These effects of bad interfaces on the Raman spectra are confirmed by the
experiments On the Si14!Ge9 sample- Annealing of the sample result., ill interdiffusion at the interfaces, and thus in bad in terraces. As can be seen in figure 3.10,
this indeed results in disappearance of the confined and folded modes which are
more sensitive to the interface quality. The main Si peak

shifl~

to lower energy

because the corresponding vibration gets confined in an effectively thinner Si layer.
The peak is asymmetrically broadened.

The deterioration of the interfaces is

confirmed by an increase in intensity of the interface mode at 405 em-I. This is
alrcady visible after annealing at 700 ·C , where the other features in the spectrum
are still in tact.
In summary, we have shown that the Rytov model gives an accurate dc,
scription of the acoustic region of the Raman spectrum of Si/Oe and Si/Sil_,Ge.
superlattices having not too short periods- For short period Si/Ge superlattices a
linear chain model incorporating first and second nearest neighbour interaction&
and strain effecl~ was found to give an accurate description of both the acoustic
and the optical region of the Raman spectra. The main deviations from the model,
the observation of an interface mode and the non-observation of higher confined
modes, are explained by imperfections of the interfaces. Raman spectroscopy can
be a valuable tool in thc characterization of SijGe and Si/Si/->Ge, superlattices.
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4. Optically detected magnetic resonance of
Si donors in AIGaAs

ABSTRACT
Optically directed nw.gnetic resonance signals detected both on visible and
on infra-red luminescence bands from Si.dopid AlxGal_xAs sampliS are
described. Most samples show two superimposed resonance signals: a
four-fine hyperjine pattern and a single line. In this chapter we focus on the
sing/i-line spl'Ctrum, which can be attributed to the Si donor system. The
results, particularly the dipendence of the g-values and the linewidth on the
aluminum content of the samples, are explained in terms of effective mass
theory. Th€! resonance. is concluded to occur in the donor level DJ , with
mixed X. Land [' character in a local symmetry C2 or lower. A reduced
intensity of the signal in the

rJ~

component

heavily doped samples is explaintd in
mechan.ism.

0/ the visible luminescence in

leml..5

of an anomalous relaxation
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4.1 Introduction
The electrical conduction of n-type Al x G3 1_ x As is commonly described in an
empirical way by introducing an effective mass shallow donor and a second deeper
donor [l]. A model for this deep donor was first presented by Lang and
Logan [2J, who named it 'OX-center'. Obviously, a thorough understanding of the
AlxGal_xAs donor system is needed to explain its electrical behaviour.
Spectroscopic studies of Si-doped Al x Ga 1_ x As by Henning et at. [3 .. 5) revealed
the existence of four effective maSs donorS, tied to the L, X and

r

minima of the

conduction band, in agreement with a theorem of Bassani et aL [6]. The four do-
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>
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x-Fig. 4.1 Energies of the donor-a(XF.ptrlr luminescence bands rdatF.d /() the
four fffjectivff mass donors in AlxGaJ_XAs as

(1

junction of the aluminum

content. The energy posifions of the conduction band minima with respect
to the valente hand are drawn for compal'ison. Dashed lines indicatlo' the
position of donor-bound excitons.
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nors, labelled Ol through 0 4 , can be observed through their respective donoracceptor

(D-A)

reGombinatioll

bands

in

photoluminescence

spectra

of

AlxGal_xAs samples. In figure 4.1 the luminescence energies of these bands [4]
are presented as a function of the aluminum content x. The figure clearly shows
how the donors track the Gonduction band minima.
To obtain more information on the donor system, Optically Detected Magnetic Resonancc (ODMR) measurcments were performed by our group [7] and,
simultaneously, by Kennedy et al. [8 .. 11 J. Later, ODMR fCsults Were also presented by Fockelc et al. [12J, and Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) results were reported

by

Mooney et al. [I3J,

by

Kaufmann et al. [14J,

and

by

von Bardeleben et al. [IS], Although initially the interpretation of the results
varied, it is now generally agreed that one particular signal observed in both ESR
and ODMR spectra is connected with Si donors. More precisely, recent measure"
ments of the anisotropy of the signal by Glaser et al. [9J indicated that this resonance in fact occurs in the D j donor, tied to the X-mimimum of the conduction
band (see figure 4.1). So far however, no model has yet been able to describe all
features of the signals observed. In particular, the dependence of the g-values and
the Iinewidth of the reSOnanCe On the aluminum content of the sample has not been
understood.
In this chapter, we present the
AlxGal~xAs.

result~

of our ODMR study of Si-doped

We also present a theoretical description of the g-factor and

linewidth of the magnetic resonance in an effective mass donor with mixed X, L
and

r

character. This model suceesfully

explain~

our experimental observations.

4.2 Experiments
A. Experimental conditions
The samples used in our

expcriment,~

were AlxGal_xA$ epilayers, g((')wn ei-

ther by metal-organic vapor"phase epitaxy (MOVPE)

Of

by molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE) on noj. -type or semi-insulating GaAs (001) substrates. The layers
were Si-doped or not intentionally doped. Hall and C- V measurements at

1'001'/1

temperature indicated donor concentrations ranging from below 1)( 10 16 to
I )( 10 19 cm-), The aluminum content x of the layers was determined by x-ray
double-crystal diffractometry [16].
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Some samples were implanted with ),9Si. Several energies ranging from 50 keY
to 700 keV were used to obtain a profile homogeneous over the entire thickness
of the AlxGal_xAs layer. The implanted samples were given a dose-contact
annealing [17] treatment for 20 minutes at 800 "C.
samples used

fo~

Some propert.ies of the

this w(nk arc summarized in table 4.1, at the end of this section.

Photoluminescence measurements were performed in a Helium bath cryostat
at 1.5 K.

For optical excitation an Ar-" laser operating at 514.5 nm was used,

with a typical excitation power incident on the sample of 10 W/cm 2 modulated at
300 Hz- The luminescen~e waS detected using a 0.75 m grating monochromator

and a photomultiplier with a cooled GaAs cathodc or a cooled Ge detector, depending on the wavelength,
The ODMR experiments were performed in X-band spectrometers, in Faraday
(detection along the magnetic field) or Voigt (detection perpendicular to the magnetic field) configuration at t.5 K. The Faraday configuration was used for all

x.0_38

O,__o_A

1

2_0

1.5

1.0
Wavelength (f.lm}

0.5

Fig- 4.2 Luminescence spectrnm of an A ~JI!GI1tJ.~JAs sample (BQL607) ,
corded af 1.5 K.
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Y€-

polarization studies described here. A travelling wave tube amplifier was used to
altain microwave powers up to 4 Watt. Changes in the polarization or intensity
of the luminescence induced by the microwaves, chopped at 300 Hz, were detected
using a lock-in amplifier. Digital averaging was sometime~ used to improve a poor
signal-to-noise ratio.

x;O.38

"iii
.C
:I

.d

....a

o

0.4

0.6

magnetic field (T)
Fig. 4.3 ODMR spectrum of the Alo.J8GQ;J.61As sample of fzg. 2 (BQL607) ,

detected Oil. the 1.5 f.lm luminescence band (a) and Oil. the lI.ear-bandedge
luminescence (b), at 1.5 K, microwave ji'f.quency 9.68 GHz. No polarizer
was used
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B. Results
Figure 4.2 shows a luminescence spectrum obtained from an

Alo.JgGau.62A~

sample . .lust above 600 nrn, the DI -A and D4 -A luminescence bands are visible.
The D2 -A and D.? -A band can not be distinguished separately in this spectrum.
In addition to these bands related to the effective mass donors, a strong emission
at 1.5 /till is observed. We observe this band in most of our samples, but not in
all of them. Similar luminescence bands have been reported by Kennedy
et al. [8,9J and by Fockele et al. [I2]. This I.S /tm luminescence originates from
the AIx-Ga 1__ x As epilayer itself, as it disappears when excitation below the
AlxGat_xAs bandgap but above the GaAs substrate bandgap is applied. Also, the
band is found in epilayers which have been removed from their subMrates by
chemical etching. The bands at 0.8 and I_OS 11.m do originate from the substrate.
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Fig. 4.4 ODMR spectmm oj an Alo49Goo5,As sample (BQL682). detected

on the two circularly polarized componel!ts

0'+

and (I-of the nl'ar-barldedge

luminescence at 1_5 K, microwave Jrequefl(Y 9.68 GHz.
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In figure 4.3 an ODMR spectrum detecl.ed on the 1.5 p.m band shown in
figure 4.2 is presented (curve a). The spectrum consists of a single narrow peak
near 3600 Gauss

(g~2)

superimposed on a broader hyperfine split four line spec-

trum. This four line spectrum does not show shoulders due to the presence of two
Ga isotopes, as in the Ga interstitial spectrum reported by Kennedy et al. [8], but
closely resembles the spectrum attributed to an As antisite by Fockelt: ct a!. [12].
Our main concern in this chapter will be with the sharp line. The ODMR signals
detected on the infra-red luminescence are positive in all our

samptc~,

i.c. thc

luminescence intensity increases when the microwave power is turned on. Thcrc
is no difference in the signals detected on the circularly polarized components
and

(7-

of the infra-red luminescence separately.
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Fig. 4.5 ODMR spectrum ajan
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Aloj/Ga,,4~Assample
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(J+

(BQL6J9). detected

and a-aj the near-banlk-dge

[umin€scence after Si-implantation to a level oj 1 x 10" (a) and .5 X

W/6

(b). Temp€ralUr€ 1.5 K. micrawaVl! frequency 9.68 GHz.
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The same ODMR spectrum can be detected on the near-bandedge
luminescence, as is shown in figure 4.3 (curve b), but now with the sign reversed
(luminescence quenching)" This is possible only with those samples which show
relatively strong 0 3 and 04 related luminescence bands, which is necessary to obtaIn a sufficient signal-to-nolse ratio. By using filters, it was established that the
ODMR signals arc not present in the D\ luminescence band. At higher x-values

only the D3 and D4 bands are present, but due to the large overlap and low intensity of the bands, we could not accurately determine which of them
source of the

WaS

the

~ignab.

As can be seen in figure 4.4, the OOMR signal is present in the u+ component
of the visible luminescence, but is much weaker in the u- component. To investigate the influence of the concentration on this polarization effect, two pieces of
an Alo ..IIGaO,4~As sample (l:IQL619 in table 4.1) were implanted with a high and a
low Si dose, respectively, and were subsequently annealed. The ODMR spectra
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Fig. 4.6 Width of the ODMR Ifne as ajrmction of the AlxGa/_xAs mmposition. The solid line is a fit to eq. 17.
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detected on the u+ and u- components of the near-bandedge luminescence of these
samples are shown in figure 4.5. In the lightly doped sample, the signal is observed
with equal intensity in both components of the luminescence. In the heavily doped
sample, however, the signal in the u- component is clearly weaker. Apparently,
this reduction of the intensity is caused by the high donor density. The fact that

the u+ and u- signals have the same sign implies a non equilibrium distribution
over the Zeeman levels of the donor-acceptor pairs [18].
Thc characteristics of the ODMR signal were found to depend on the
aluminum content x of the epilayer. In figure 4.6 the dependence of the Iinewidth

on x is presented. The line is very broad near x~O.35, and gets narrower with increasing x. This enables a more accurate study of the ODMR signals at higher
x-values. The solid line presents a fit to the theory, which will be explained in the
next section.
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Fig. 4.9 Composition dependence of the observlld g-I/alues. Data from
ref. 9 (0,_) have been included for comparison with our own (O,_).
The g-values were collected aiong the z-axis ( •• 0). and along the x- and
y-axes (0 .• ). The solid lines prl!.~l!nt aftt to eq- W.
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At higher x-values an anisotropy of the ODMR spectrum can be observed.
Figure 4.7 shows how the single line splits when the magnetic field is rotated from
the [001] direction of growth to a [100] direction in the plane of the epilayer.
Figure 4.8 shows the splitting of the line upon rotation of the magnetic field in the
plane of the epilayct, frOm a [110] to a [100] direction.
dotted

Hne.~

represent a least squares fit to the data

u~ing

clearly point to the existence of two equivalent centers,

In both figures, the

Gaussians. These results

conn~ted

by the symmetry

operations of the crystal class. The g-tensors have predominantly axial symmetry
along the [100] and [010] directions, respectively, with a small orthorhombic
component at lower x-values. The g"values collected along the < tOO> cubic axes
are listed in table 4.1. This anisotropy is identical with that described by
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.. &ve lengtn !nrn)

Fig. 4./0 Lumim!'scenci! sprClra of two Ala.4Gao.6As samples. Mndoped (curve
a, sample 0584) and Si·doped to a kvd of IX/O I8 cm- J (curve b, sample
0607). The different donor-acceptor transitions are indicared. The part of
curve a showing the D4A peak was obtained using selective excit(1tion at
1.980 eV (626 nm). No 1.5 11m luminescence was observed in dther of
these samples,
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Glaser et al. [9]. Due to the increasing Iinewidth, it is not possible to detennine the
anisotropy or the main axes of the g-tensor accurately for x;$05 with X-band
microwaves.
The g-values collected along the cubic axes g ..gy,g.. (where x,y,z refer to the
cubic axes [100], [OW], and [001], respectively; x and y can not be expcrimentally distinguished) are presented as a function of x in figure 4.9. The line
can not be observed when the aluminum content is below 35%, due to the strong
increase in linewidth (see figure 4.6). For higher x-values the splitting of the lines
increases. Some data obtained by Glaser et at. [9] are also presented in figure 4.9.
The agreement between these data and our own is excellent. The solid tines in
figure 4.9 correspond to the theory to be presented in the next section.
To detennine whether the ODMR signal is connected with the effective mass
donor system or rather with some deep center (giving rise to the 1.5 lim
luminescence), we have compared two MBE grown AI Q,4(lGaQ.6rAs layers, one

g;;
Cl

o

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

magnetic field tTl

Fig.

4." ODMR

spectrum detected on the near-bandedge luminescence of

the heavily doped AIo.4oGao.60As sample of fig. 11 (G607) , recorded at
1.5 K, microwave frequency 9.68 GHz.
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table 4 1

Aluminum content, net donor concentration, Hall concentration, 1.5

J,Im

luminescence intensity, g-mf/les and reSOnMce linewidth of the samples Wied in the
ODM R experiments. The g.values ate along the z-direction unless specified otherwise.

MBV- and Gmllumbered samples are MBE-grown. all other samples are grown by
MO.VPE.

x

sample

No-N A

DH

g

lu

l'lB

(300K)
Q/.

BQL607
38
BQL614
39
BQL619
51
.8QL619 a) 51
BQL619 a) 51
.8QL682
49
BQL690
55
BQL703
59

cm""J

cm- 3

I x 10 '6
3 x 10 17
~

3
4

1.943 ±O,OO6
1.947 ±O-OO6
1.955 ±O.OO3

2
3
2

1.955
1.954
1.959
I. 961

10 16

5 x 10 16
I x 10 19

Gauss

a.u.

1.955 ±a.OO3
5 x 10 17

\0 17 _10 18

1.959
BQL705
BQL717

MBV783
R50
M24
M24
0584
0607

65
70

b)
c)
d)
a)

1017 -10 18

75

35
65
65
40
40

-I x \0 14
I x 10 19
3 x 10 16
1 x 10 18

al Si-j,mplllntcd Mid MIIl<;IIlc<l
b) POOf quality sample
c) 50 /J.ffi layef detached fmm substrate
d) p-t)Te
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5

10 17 _\0 18

I
10
2
2
0
0

1.925
I. 965
1.969
1.964
1.921
1.971
1.95

±o.o03
±O.OO4
±O.002
±0.002 (z)
±O.OOZ (y)
±0,002 ()l:)
±O.OO2
±0.002 (z)
±0,002 (y)
±O.002 (x)
±O.O02
±0.O2

1.964 ±O.OO4
1.943 ±0.OO6

125
125
94
94
94
97
83

±15
±20
± 6
± 6
± 6
± 5
± 5

7R±

:';

70 ± 5
65 ± 5

1 \3 ±20
200 ±40
65

±

7

110 ±15

nominally undoped, and one doped with Si to a level of IxlO!8 cm-~ (samples
0584 and 0607 in table 4,1).

In figure 4.10 the luminescence spectra of both

samples arc shown. In the undoped sample the 0) through 0 4 donor-acceptor recombination bands can be clearly distinguished. In the heavily doped sample the
bands are

much broadened due to

the spread

in donor-acceptor pair

distances [19]. The intensities of the bands related to the D2 through D4 donor
kvels have strongly increased with respect to the direct 0) -A luminescence band.
The \.5 11m band was not observed in either of these samples. Nevertheless, the
sharp ODMR line could bc observed in the near-bandedge luminescence of the
heavily doped sample (see figure 4.11). Again, It was not possible to determine
from which of the bands the signal actually originates. The ODMR line could not
be detected on the luminescence of the nominally undopcd sample. This may bc
due to the fact that the 0 3 and 0 4 band are too weak to allow observation of
ODMR signals.
A related experiment was done with an

Ala.6sGaa.~sAs

sample (M24 in

table 4.1) which showed strong L5f-(m luminescence, but no sharp ODMR line.
After homogeneous implantation with 29Si, to a level of 10 19 cm-1 , however, the
sharp ODMR line was observed clearly, while the Infra-red luminescence had nOl
changed significantly.
These experiments strongly suggest that the resonance is related to one of the
Si effective mass donors tied to an indirect minimum of the conduction band. The
presence of the 1.5 11m luminescence band, on the other hand, does not seem to
be connected to Si doping. The observation of the same resonance on the infra-red
luminescence must be due to an indirect process, in our case probably involving
the As antisite [12]. A more detailed description of the supposed recombination
mechanism will be presented elsewhere. [20]

4.3 Theory
A. Introduction
In this section we present a semi-empirical theory that explains the composition dependence of the g-tensor and of the linewidth of the ODMR transition. A
discussion of alternative explanations is delayed until Section 4.4, The ingredients
of the praseo t theory are:
!!7

I)

The resonance occurs in a donor level with mixed X and L character. The
X,L mixing is responsible for the composition dependence of the g-values. In
addition, a small i-admixture is needed to account for the composition dependence of the linewidth t.B(x).

r

(e 2 or lower).

2)

The X, L,

3)

The single-valley g-tens01:s have an intrinsic x-dependence caused by the

mixing is brought about by a low local symmetry

composition dependence of the gap, the effective masses and the spin-orbit.
splittings.
4)

The additional Iinewidth (with respect to ESR) observed in an ODMR experim.ent is caused by a spread in elcctron- hole exchange, which is proportional to the spatial extension of the wavefunction. The effective radius of the
dono!' wavefunetion is greatly influenced by a small

r

admixture.

The theory of shallow donor states in semiconductors goes baek to Luttinger
and Koho [21 J. In the original version of this "effective mass theory" (EMT) the
donor levels belonging to the distinct conduction band minima were assumed to
be independent. In an extended version of the EMT the intervalley interaction is
taken into account [6J, and the donor wavefunGtion is written as

(I)
with
6

'l,x(r) ==

L

xJr)

(2a)

'f'''(r) =

L Pi x'.(r)

(2b)

,-I

();j

4

i-I

(2c)
gg

(2d)
The summation in eq. (2a) is over the six equivalent X-valleys: [JOO], [TOO],

[010], [010], [00t], and [DOT]. The four L-vaUeys occurring in eq. (2b) arC
along [Ill J. [l TI], [TIl J, and [Il

n, respectively.

The single-valley functions

X/f)

(3)
are product<; of a Bloch function at the j-th minimum of the conduction band located at

lib,

and an envelope function Fir) satisfying the effective mass equation

for the j-th valley. The envelope function for lhe donor ground state (the only state
considered here) has Is character. The appropriate linear combinations raj}, {Pi}
of the vaUeys depend on the local point group symmetry. The spacegroup of the
zincblende structure (nl is symmorphic. It contains no fractional translations and
no inversion symmetry_ The point group of the crystal is T d • The minimum of the
lowest conduction band at the L point transforms according to the LI representation of the small point group of L. At the X point the lowest minimum can be
either XI or X3 depending on Whether the origin (i.e. the donor atom position) is
taken at an As or at a Ga (or AI) site, respectively [22]. The

XI

functions

arC

even

combinations of the single-valley functions along the same axis; the X3 functions
are the odd combinations, The conduction band minimum at
II

r

belongs to the

representation of T d . In what follows we restrict ourselves to donor atoms On

a group III (Ga or AI) site.
When a.n isolated donor atom enters the lattice,

il~

wavefunction monitorS the

local point symmetry. Table 4.2 shows how the single-valley donor levels are split
when the local symmetry is lowered from Td to Cl " The overall symmetry of the
sample is lowered to D 2d by the tetragonal strain due to lattice mismatch. Further
lowering of the local symmetry may be duc to lattice relaxation caused by chemical
rebonding, Jahn-Teller effect, random strains, alloy disorder etc" Intervalley mixing is possible between levels that belong to the same irreducible representation
of the local pOint group. It is readily seen that Ll - X3 mixing can OCCUr already
in Td symmetry. A descent in symmetry to Cl is needed to obtain mixing between
T2I:L1), TiX3) and At(r!l.
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lab.k 1. 2. Splitting behaviour of ,~ingle-valley donor levels on descent in
symmetry.
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Al
E

Al
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A,
Al
Al

~

a
B
A

A
A
A

B. g-factor

The donor resonance observed is due to a paramagnet.ic centre with nearly
axial symmetry aiong one of the cubic axes < 100> lying in the epitaxial plane.
For all x > 0.35 we generally find: g, < gy,g •. For x < 0.35 no resonance signal is
observed. For x:::.:O.40 the anisotropy I g.~' g, I is small. The anisotropy increases
with increasing x: gy and g7. are monotonically increasing functions of x, whereas
g(x) decreases monotonically with x.
In order to explain these observations wc invoke the independent valley model
i.e.; the spin Zeeman interaction is written as the sum of the individual contributions of each of the constituent valleys. This approach has been proven to account satisfactorily for the stress dependence of the g -tensor of donors in silicon
and germanium [23,24]. The g -tensor is then written as
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6

(X)L

2 L
2 X
2
g = a g + b g + cV = a

pl

The last term is negligible since the

r

4

IXtgf

+ b2(X)'i~}fg~ + c1(x)gr

(4)

I-l

admixture c turns out to be small and since

the elements of the single-valley tensor gr are much smaller than those of gL and
gX as a consequence of the small effective mass at the

r point. An a priori cal-

culation of the single-valley g -tensors will not be attempted here. In general their
elements will dcpend on the aluminum content through the x-dependence of the
effective masses, the energy gap at the specific point in the Brillouin zone and the
spin-orbit splitting [ZS]. For weakly x-dependent g -tensors a linear expansion

(5)

will be an acceptable approximation. Here g~ and glrefer to components parallel
and perpendicular to the main axis of a single X valley. The experimental g-data
are collected along the cubic axes x = [100], y = [010] and the growth axis
z = [001]. These happen to be the principal axes of gX, Por arbitrary coefficients

{Pd the principal axes of gL will deviate from the cubic axes; hence a coordinate
transformation will be necessary to obtain g~:y, •. In what follows we will present
formal expressions of the g -components along the cubic crystal axcs in stead of
along the principal tensor axes. This is done to enable a direct comparison with
the experimental data of Section 4.2.
It is instructive first to consider the caSe of local D2 symmetry. The XJ and
Ll wavefunctions transforming according to the one-dimensional ,epresentation

BI of point group D2 are
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(6a)

..,1'1
1

B]

=:2I (X)'

,
","X
2

-

X, 3

-

X,4 )

(6b)

when the Pmain" twofold axis of the point group is arbitrarily chosen along

[100]. Using eq. (4) we obtain

•~ ''1x{ .:g~g~)

(7)

+ b'(x)llk.

with

(8)

J is tbe unit dyad, For x

=

1 the X-component dominates: a{l) = 1, b{l) =0 and a

large g-anisotropy is expected as a consequence of the decoupling of the X-valleys.
The small anisotropy observed at moderate x-values (xQ(O.4) is apparently due to
the diminished influence of the X-contribution The L-contribution is Isotropic
~inee

the L-va\leys remain coupled in

D~

symmetry, The gross observations (see

fig. 4.9) can apparently be understood with eq, (7). However, if we want to fit the
experimental curves g,,(x),

g~x)

and g,(x) in detail we need more free parameters,

which can be obtained by a further descent in symmetry, e.g. from

D2

to C l ·

In the point group C2 the only remaining symmetry operations are the identity
and a rotation about the twofold [100] axis.

The X.1 and LI wavefunctions,

transforming according to the A representation rMd
(9a)

'¥~]

=

P(x'1

+ X':l) + q(t' ~ + X' 4)

(9b)

In the lower point symmetry the equivalence of the four L valleys is broken and
the Gpart of the g-tensor gL becomes anisotropic, This explains the small differ"
ence between g, and gy. Experimentally we find that this difference tends to zero
for x
92

->

I (see fig. 4.9). Since the gX contribution dominates for x~l this implies

that t), t 4~0. Equa,tions (4), (5) and (9) lead to the following g(x) values, referred
to the cubic lilies x, y, z;
(lOa)

(lOb)

( 10c)
The mixing coefficients a(x) and b(x) clln be derived from the energy positions of
the donor-to-acceptor photoluminescence transitions [4] O2 -A and 0 3 -A (see
also fig. 4.1). Their ratio can be described by the empirical formula

ab
for 0.35

= ·-0.96 (

I 2
1
x)
+ 10.69 ( x)
-15.32

< x < 0.55, whereas

b/a~O

(II)

for x> 0.60. As explained in refA , 0 1 and

0 3 are two donor levels with milied L and X character. The five g(O) valut:;5 ;
g~O), gNO), g~O), g}(O), gKO) and their x-derivatives kf, k~, k~, k~, k~ arc con-

sidered as adjustable parameters. They can be fitted to reproduce the experimental
g.(x), g,(x) and g,,(x) dependences (fig. 4.9). The parameter values resulting from

this fit are given in Table 3. Figure 4.9 shows that the above sketched theory is
able to explain the observed g(x) dependences in

II

semiquantitative way, using

reasonable values for the adjustable parameters. This allows us to conclude that
the resonance transition observed in the ODMR cxperiments is due to a donor
level with mixed L and X character (a slight f-aamillture is needed to clIplain the
linewidth ll.B(x), as will be shown in the next subsection). The lowest donor level
of

this

nature

is

the

experiments [3,4,5]. The

0]

rea~on

level,

as

observed

in

photoluminescence

for the non-appearance of the deeper D4 level in

an ODMR experiment will be explained in Section 4.4.
C. Linewidth
The Iinewidth observed in an ODMR eXperiment always exceeds the ESR
linewidth. This discrepancy is due to the fact that the same (e.g. donor,like) reso,
nance transition is monitored in distinct ways in ESR and OOMR. In an ESR
c)(periment one directly measures the r.f. energy loss due to the spin flip of an
93

isolated donor. In ODMR the same donor spin flip is monitored through the
change of the luminescence intensity (or polarization) of coupled donor-acceptor
pairs- As a consequence of this observational technique the electron-hole exchange
interaction J.hS•• Sh directly enters the resonance condition, which e.g. for a

I MA = ± 3/2, MI) = ± 1/2

> pair reads:
(12)

where hv is the microwave-energy, Jln is the Bohr-magneton and B is the magnetic
field strength. Since the donor-acceptor separation has a random distribution J.h
will be a stochastic variable.

Its contribution to the Jinewidth depends on the

number of acceptors embraced by the donor wavefullction, and on the strength
of the individual exchange interaction parameters. The latter do not decrease
monotonically with the donor-acceptor separation, since the Bloch-functions occurring in o/L and o/x show an oscillatory behaviour. To be specific, Itt uS consider what happens to the Iinewidth when x decreases from I to a smaller value.
For oX"") the extension or I o/(r) 12 is small, so only the first few acceptor shells can
interact with the donor. The interaction is weak, however, since eqs(9a,b) show
that I 'JI(r) Ii vanishes at the first and second neighbour positions whe!] 0/ has
mixed L and X character [XX]. When x becomes smaller, a slight admixture of

0/ 1 is to be expected. This increases the effective radius of the donor wavefunction,
and enhances the exchange interaction with the first and second neighbour shells.
As

<l

result the Iinewidth increases with decreasing x. It should be noted that this

reasoning holdS for small 0/1' admixtures only. When the spatial extension of
1'I'(r) 12 becomes very large, the addition of weak exchange interactions with dis-

t.ant. accept.ors will not. be sufficient to compensate the decrease in Iinewidt.h due
to the normalization of 't'.
A detailed quantitative description of this line-broadening meChanism is outside the scope of t.his work. Instead, we wiII make a rather crude approximation
assuming that the ODMR linewidth AB is proportional to the spatial extension
< rn > of the donor wavefunction:
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f
f

1'f'(r) 12 rdr
(13)

ABo:: <rD> =.!...----I'f'{r) 12 dr
Inserting eq. (1) using Is wavefunctions we obtain

(14)
Since, as a consequence of the neat-equality of the effective masses mL and mx, to
a good approximation < rX ;> ~ < r l . :;,.., this simplifies to
( 15)

The ratio p =
and

r

<:

rL;> I <: rr;> can be estimated from the effective masses of the L

valleys and amounts to p =- 0.033. Since c(x)~t we may write

(16)

To first order, c(x) may be approximated by c(x) = HrJ(E(D.) - E(03))' where
HrL is the f-L interaction matrix element. The unperturbed donor energies E(D 1)
and
0.27

E(03) are obtained from

previous photoluminescence data [4].

< x < 0.70 they can be written as E(D.) - E(DJ ) =

x< = 0.27. For larger x-values

For

0.66(x - xo)eV, with

r"x mixing is negligible (c = 0)"

The PL data were

insufficient to provide more than a rough estimate of H rv The definite value of
this parameter and of the scaling factor ABm was therefore obtained by fitting the
experimental linewidth data to the expression

(17)

The fitting parameters obtained are listed in table 4.3. Figure 4.6 shows that the
experimental data are nicely reproduced by eq. (17). The quasi-asymptotic behav.
iour of ~B near x = 0.223 is a direct consequence of the f-admixture in the donor
9S

table 4 1 Fittif/K parameters used to fit eq. 10 and eq. 17 to the data in

figure 4.9 andfigurr: 4.6.
gl(o) = 1.950

kl =

g~(O) = [.925

k~ = -0.008

g~O) = 1.949

k~= -0.020

g~~O) "" 1.949

k~= -0.020

g!10) = 1.9[7

k~= +0.007

H n ,= 15meV

Xo

= 0.27

+0.027

Ll8 m = 62 Gauss

wavefunction. The enormous increase in linewidth below x""O.3

prohibiL~

the ob-

servation of OOMR at [ow x values.
In conclusion, the composition dependence of the g-factors and of the
linewidth can be understood if we assume that the resonance observed in the
ODMR experiment takes place between Zeeman sublevels of the 0 3 donor level
with mixed X, Land

r

character. The local site symmetry is not higher than C 2•

4.4 Discussion
Our ODMR results arc in good agreement with ODMR as well as ESR results
obtained by ot.her groups [8 .. 15]. The sign elf the ODMR signals detected on
infra"red luminescence bands is positive in all of our samples, Kennedy et aL [8)
have obticrved both positive and negative signals in different luminescence bands
from the same sample. Clearly, the sign of the signals depends on the particular
indirect process through which the resonance is observed. The resonance itselr,
however, is the Same in all cases, and is apparently not influenced by these processes.

Our

resulL~

concerning the presence of the ODMR signal in the near-

bandedge luminescence of AlxGa 1_ x As samples suggest that the resonance in fact
occurs in the effective mass donor system, in the D~ or D4 to be more precise.
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Unfortunately, we were unable to decide on experimental grounds whether

0 3 or 0 4

i~

the OOMR-active donor leveL The reason is that the doping level of

the samples most suitable for ODMR is rather high, so that the PL transitions

0] -A and 0 4 -A overlap strongly, The theory presented in section 4.3, however,
suggests 0 3 is the active level. This is in full agreement with the conclusions of
refs(9,I0,I3,14).
The non-observation of OOMR in the lowest effective mass donor state 0 4 is
less paradoxical as it might appear at first sight. One should realize that OOMR
is essentially a non-equilibrium experiment in which the donor levels are partially
emptied by strong illumination. The residual occupation of the donor levels in this
dynamic equilibrium is governed by the balance between electron capture and
photo-ionization. Earlier luminescence [4] and photoconduction [5J experiments
have shown that at low temperatures the capture rate of 0 4 is much smaller than
that of the levels Dh

D~

and D 3• An estimate [5] of the capture cross-section

aJD4) = 4 x 10- 24 cm\ valid below 100 K, shows that a very weak occupation of
the 0 4 level can indeed bc cxpected even on moderate illumination.
The linewidths obtained in ESR measurements [13,14,15J are smaller than
those obtained in ODMR experiments, AB mentioned in section 4.3, this is due to
donor-acceptor exchange interaction. The Iinewidths obtained by Kennedy
et a1. [8 .. 11] are about 20 Gauss above oUr Iinewidths. We attribute this difference
to the higher microwave frequency used in their experiments (24 GHz versus
10 GHz). This frequency-dependent component of the linewidth, due to a spread
in g-values, is ncgligibk in oUr results, and donor-acceptor exchange may safely
be considered as the main broadening mechanism. Indeed the expression derived
for the Iinewidth depending On the composition (eq. 17) based on a spread in
donor-acceptor exchange describes our results accurately (see figure 4.6).
The g-values obtained from ODMR and ESR experiments are in excellent
agreement, in spite of the differences in the sample properties and observation
mechanism. This proves that the donor system in which the resonance

OCCUrS

is a

well defined physical system, suitable for modeling.
The anisotropy of the ODMR spectra

we observed is the same as that de-

scribed by Glaser et al. [9]. As they pointed out, it is compatible with the behaviour expected from electrons in the Xx and Xy valle)t5 of the conduction band,
which are lowered in energy with respect to the X z minimum due to the bi-axial
misfit strain. This situation, presented schematically in figure 4.12, occurs in

high-x

AlxGal_xA.~

samples, where t.he mixing with the Land

r

minima is negli·

gible. The same situation was found in tyre II GaAs/AiAs quantumwells [27].
Although this picture explains the anisotropy of the spectra observed in high-x
samples, it does not explain the composition dependence of the reSonance paramo
eters. The fact that the Xx and Xy valleys are observed separately with equal intensity means that the local symmetry must be lowered even further, e.g. by one
of the mechanisms mentioned in section 4.3.A.

This was also pointed out by

Kaufmann [14]. An effective mass donor tied to the X-minimum of the conduction band, in a low local symmetry and with the ensuing additional X-Lor
mixing is exactly the model system described ill section 4.3. The agreement between the composition dependent linewidths and ·mOre importantly- the g-values
obtained from the model and from experiments is excellent. This leads us to the
conclusion that this description is correcL

[0011
I

•

\'.--~":

Xz \

!

1010]

Fig. 4.12 COllstant energy ellipsoids around the X-point minima of the
conduction-band in momentwn space. The Xz pockets are not poplliated
because of the misfit strain.
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An alternative theory has been presented by Glaser et aL [II]. In this theory
it is supposed that the physical basis of the apparent x-dependence of g is in fact
a dependence on the misfit strain in the epilayers, which indeed increases whith
increasing x. The main drawback of this theory is that it predicts a I/x~ dependence for g., and a mixed I/x, l/x 2 dependence for g. and gY' Figure 4.9 shows that
this is in contradiction with the abundant experimental data nOW available.
Moreover, this theory is unable to explain the x-dependence of the linewidth.
Finally it should be remarked that one of the data points in figures 4.6 and 4.9
refers to a 50 fLffi thick

Alo.3~O~.6SAs

layer, which was detached from its GaAs

substrate. Although the misfit strain in this sample will be strongly reduced with
respect to 'normal' samples, neither the g-value or the linewidth deviates from the
behaviour predicted by equations (10) and (17). This throws doubt on the pre"
dominant influence of misfit strain on g(x) and 6B(x) supposed in ref\ll).
The reduced intensity of the ODMR signal in the (r component of the visible
luminescence in heavily doped samples is intriguing. A possible explanation in
terms of anomalous relaxation effects has been proposed in an earlier
publication [7]. An extension of the work by Fraenkel and co- workers [28,29],
originally devised for free radicals in solution, shows that two characteristics of the
donor resonance, namely the spin-lattice relaxation time TI and the Iinewidth parameter T2 depend on the magnetic quantum number MA of the acceptor:

( 18)

provided th"t suit"ble time-dependent interactions are present that induce transitions between spin-levels. Such interactions can exist in an n-type semiconductor
when the donor wavefunctions overlap strongly enough to form a donor band.
The hopping of the donor electron then leads to correlated Ouctuations of the
anisotropic parts of the donor g -tensor and the electron-hole exchange J. h • a
prerequisite for the OCCUrrence of a non-vanishing coefficient L. If, in addition, the
hopping correlation time to is smaller than the luminescence lifetime
two possible donor resonances [7J (e.g. M =·2

-->

ened or weakened and the reSonance signal in the

'r one of the

M =-1) is preferentia.lly broad(1-

component of the recombi-

nation radiation may disappear.
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The results in

figur~

4.5 support this explanation. In accord with the expec-

tations we find that the ODMR signal is much weaker in the a- component of the
luminescence of the heavily doped sample, whereas it shows up in both the q- and
u+ polarizations in the lightly doped sample. The latter sample has a doping level
low enough to avoid DJ -donor band formation. It is interesting to note that very
lightly doped samples also do not show persistent photoconductivity [5]. This
suggests that the oeeurenee of persistent photoconductivity requires the existence
of a donor impurity band, in agreement with a suggestion made by Hjalmarson
and Drummond [30].
In summary, we have performed ODMR measurements with Si-doped
Al x Ga 1_ x As samples. The single-line spectrum, detected on both near-bandedge

and deep luminescence bands, is attributed to a resonance in the Si donor system.
The anisotropy of the spectra, and the composition dependcnce of the g-values and
the linewidth can be explained by a model based on effective mass theory. The
reSonance is concluded to occur in the donor level D), with mixed X, Land r
character in a local symmetry C z or lower. Anomalous relaxation effects due to
donor band formation arc observed at high donor concentrations.
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5. Photoluminescence of Zn-diffused InP

ABSTRACT
Ampofll~ <ii/filsion
of Zn in In? gives rise to donor-acceptor
photoluminescence transitions with peak positions dependl!!lt on the rate of
cooling after diffusion. Subsequent annealing in an atmosphere without Zn
causes a change in peak position. Luminescence peaks between 1.30 and
1.38 eV are found. These peaks are described as being due to transitions
between various interstitial Zn donor levels and thrt substitutional Zn
acceptor levd The lumine.tcence results are correlated with results of secondary ion mass spectrometry and Schottky barrier capacitance-voltagrt
measurements, and are consistent with a model in which Zn diffuses as an
interstitial donor and is incorpof(Ited both as al1 inter.~titial dOl1or and as a
Jubstitutional acceptor.
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5.1 Introduction
Zn is widely ulled as a p-type dopant in III-V semiconductor compounds. A
common way to obtain

i.I

p-type region near the materials' surface is by a diffusion

treatment in a Zn-containing atmosphere. The diffusion of Zn in the 111- V lattice
is generally desetlbcd in termS of fast diffusing interstitial Zn atoms. supposedly
acting as a donor level, and very slowly diffusing substitutional Zn atoms on the
III sublattice giving rise to the desired acceptor level [1,2]. This model is based on
the reaction equation
(I)
where Zn:n+ is an interstitial Zn atom with charge m + , Zn; is a singly ionized
suhslitulional Zn

ac~ptor,

V is a vacancy on the III sublattice (assumed to be

neutral), e is an electron and h is a hole. FOr Zn in p-type InP, this description
is succcsful in explaining experimental diffusion profiles for m = I [2,1JA problem with this method of p-typc doping is that the net acceptor concentration obtained may be much too low. The incorporation of Zn in InP crystals
during ampoule diffusion results in a net acceptor concentration that. may he much
smaller than the actual Zn concentration. This is found from differences between
the

respective

concentrations,

as

determined

from

the

Schottky-barrier

capacitance-voltage dependence and from secondary ion mass spectrometry.
There arc basically two different explanations of this phenomenon.

It has

been suggested [4J that after diffusion only substitutional Zn atoms are left and
that part of these are electrically inactive due to complex formation, e.g. by

COll-

pling to two phosphorus vacancies. The acceptor concentration NA is thm smalle,
than the Zn concentration Nz.n , the difference being cqual 1.0 I.he number of
phosphorus-vacancy complexes.
In another explanation, which was recently put forward [5J, the interstitial
Zn concentration after diffusion is not negligible. Because the Zn interstitials act
as donors, this re5ult5 in an

appreciabl~

donor concentration

N D· The

substitutional aecept.ors are pattly compensated by the interstitial donot"s, so that
the measured net acceptor concentration NA - ND is smaller than the Zn concentration, whiCh is the sum of acceptor and donor concentrations NA + N,)"
The latter model is supported by results of annealing experiments [3], which
show t.hat when an InP crystal, after Zn diffusion, is annealed in an atmosphere
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free from Zn, the measured net acceptor concentration in the diffused surface layer
has increased and the Zn concentration has decreased, such that they have become
identical. This would be due to the disappearance of the fast diffusing interstitials
acting as donors, by diffusion to the surface or into the substrate. When a crystal
is oooled fast after Zn diffusion the measured net acceptor concentration is very
small, apparently due to the fact that most interStitials are retained and cause almost complete compensation. Moreover, channeling measurements using proton"
induced X-ray emission (PIXE) showed that after Zn diffusion more Zn was
situated at off-lattice sites than after subsequent annealing without Zn [3].
When interstitial donors are present after Zn diffusion in InP, they could give
rise to a characteristic donor-acceptor photoluminescence transition, in addition
to the well-known shallow donor to substitutional Zn acceptor recombination
luminescence at 1.374 eV [6,7]. In this chapter results of low temperature
photoluminescence measurements on Zn-diffused and subsequently annealed InP
arc presented. The luminescence results are correlated with measurements of the
Zn concentration and the net acceptor concent.ration. It wilt be shown that these
results are consistent with the incorporation of Zn as both interstitial donors and
substitutional acceptors.

5.2 Experimental conditions
The materials used in these experiments were unintentionally doped (100)
LEe-grown InP wafers, with a donor concentration of the order of 2 x 1016 em- J
or less, grown at Philips Research La.boratories. The wafers were etched in
bromineo-methanol to remove surface damage to a depth of about 30 flm. The Zn
diffusion treatment was carried out in a sealed quartz ampoule of 15 em', which
had been evacuated using an oil-free vacuum system. The samples were placed in
the ampoule, together, but not in direct contact, with 30 rng of Zn3P:l powder.
The ampoules were heated in a tubular furnace at temperatures between 475 and
550 °C , with the Zn 3 P2 powder towards the cold end of the furnace, resulting in
Zn diffusion depths between I flm and 3.urn. After diffusion the ampoule was
pulled out of the furnace. Heating took about 5 minutes. The anneal time was 15
to 30 minutes. Cooling was done either unforced and slowly, taking about 7 minutes, or quickly, taking a few seconds, by putting the ampoule in water after taking
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it out of the furnace. After cooling, the ampoule was opened and the sample was
taken out. If a subsequent annealing treatment was carried
heating the sample in a N, or

N~/H~

OUL,

this was done by

atmosphere in a tubular furnace.

In order to determine the Zn conccntralion of the sample, the profile was
measured with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) using a Cs+ beam and
detecting the CsZn+ cluster at mass 197 in a Cameca IMF-3F instrument- The net
acceptor

concentration

NA - NIJ

was

determined

from

Schottky·barrier

capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements with ammonium tartrate-ammonia as the
electrolyte contact, using a Polaron Profiler type PN 4200. Details of these ana·
lyses have been described elsewhere [2].
Photoluminescence (PL) experiments were carried out either in a He bath
cryostat at 1.6 K or in a He now cryostat at temperatures between 4 K and
300 K. Luminescence

wa~

excited with an AI' laser (514.5 nm) or a HeNe laser

(632.8 nm) chopped at 315 Hz.

At these wavelengths the penetration depth is

much less than the Zn-diffusion depth. The luminescence was detected using a
0.75 m grating monochromator and a liquid nitrogen cool<ld Ge phQto(!iode, with
standanllQck-in techniques.
Note that all SIMS, C-V and PL results reported here a.re obt.ained from a.
surface layer, thinner than the diffusion depth.

5.3 Results
Luminescence spectra. were obtained from InP samples after Zn-diffusion and
after subsequent annealing.

In figure 5.1 typical low-temperature iuminc:sccnce

spectra are shown. After a 15 minute diffusion treatment at 500°C and subsequent fast cooling, a characteristic luminescence band at 1.298 eV, with it
linewidth of about 30 meV, is observed, with a 43 mcV LO-phonon replica. This
L298 eV band is found in samples whose net acceptor concentration NA - ND
(3

X

10 17 cm- J for the sample in figure 5.1) is much smaller than the Zn concen-

tration (I x

ro 19 cm- J ),

which implies an almost complete donor·aeceptor com-

pensation due to a high donor concentration.
After 30 minutes annealing at 475 "C in N2 the 1.29R tV band has disappeared,
and a luminescence band at 1369 eV, with a linewidth of about 20 meV is ob·
served. The difference between the net acceptor concentration and lhe Zn coneen!O6

tration has decreased (2.5)( 10 1& cm- 3 and 7)( 10 18 cm- 1 respectively, fo( the
sample in figure 5.l). As the difference between the net acceptor and the Zn concentrations has not vanished completely, there must still be donors left.
In samples for which the measured net acceptor concentration is equal to the
Zn concentration, indicating that only few donors are left, conduction bandacceptor recombination luminescence at 1.382 eY is observed, irthe original donor
doping level of the InP is low enough. If the InP was originally doped n-type,
donor-acceptor recombination luminescence involving the background donors
present in the InP is observed.
The peak position of the luminescence observed after annealing was found to
vary in several samples between 1.369 eY and 1.378 eY, increasing with the net
acceptor concentration of a sample. Such a concentration dependence was also

,

,

1.369 eV

1.298 eV

:i

3
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.1;
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...J
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1000
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Fig. 5.1 Luminescence spectra obtained (a) after 15 minutes Zn diffusion
at

5QQ·C

Nz. = 1 X

/019

with
fast
cooling
(N A -No ... 3x /Oi7 cm -J,
cm- 3 ), and (b) after subsequent annealing for 30 minutes

at 475 °C (Nil ~ No = 2.5 X 10 18 cm- 3 , N Zn = 7 X 10 18 cm-J ), temperature
1.6 K. excitation power I mWlcm~.
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found for the donor-acceptor
was attributed

lumine~cence

in InGaP [8] and in InGaAs [9], and

to Coulomb interaction bctween ncar acceptors.

When a sample il; cooled down slowly after Zn
at

11

diffu~ion,

a luminescence band

higher energy than after' fast cooling is found. Bands at 1.330 eV, 1.347 eV

and 1.356 eV with lincwidths of about 25 mcV were observed in several samples.
Appreciable differences between the net acceptor and the Zn concentrations show
that. both donors and acceptors are present in those samples. After annealing at
475 QC the luminescence band

shift.~

to a positi(l[l bet.ween 1.369 eVand 1.378 eV.

To d(:t(:rmine the nature of the 1.298 eV luminescence some of its characteristic features were investigated. In figure 5.2 the excitation power dependence of
the luminescence peak position is presented for both the 1.369 eV and the
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1.32
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excitation power
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Fig. 5.2 Ex;citation power dependence of the luminescence bands of
.figure 5.1 (0 . • ), and of one of the intermediate hands found after 15
mim/U~s

Zn

( 6., NA -- Nt) = 8
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diffusion
X

at

475·C

with

slow

i0 17 , N z" = 7 X 1( 18 ): temperature 4 K.

cooling

1.298 eV luminescence bands of figure 5.1, and for a band at 1.347 eV found af"
ter slow cooling. All three bands exhibit a shift to higher energies with increasing
excitation power, characteristic of donor-acceptor recombination luminescence.
This shift is caused by the Coulomb interaction

between donor and

accepto( [10]. The shift amounts to 2 meV/decade for the 1.369 eV band, a value
to be expected for a shallow donor to acceptor transition. The 1.298 eV band,
however, shows a much stronger shift of 10 meV/decade. Assuming that the
acceptor involved in the recombination process is substitutional Zn in both cases,
this implies that the donor involved in the 1.298 eV recombination luminescence
must be a deeper donor with a less extended wave function. The 1.347 eV band
found after slow cooling shows an intermediate shift of 5 meV/decade.

ehetgy leV I
1.40

1.35

1.30

125

150 K
100 K

~:
sao

920

seo

1000

wavelength (nm)

Fig. 5.3 Luminescence spectra obtained at different temperatures after 15
minutes Zn diftusion at 500°C with fast t;ooting (same sample as in
figure 5.1); excitation power 300 mW/cm 2•
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The temperature dependence of the 1.298 eV band was investigated up to
room temperature. Some characteristic spectra recorded at different temperatures
are shown in figure 5.3. Note that the position of the 1.298 eV band has shifted
due to the high excitation power (see fig. 2) needed to obtain an acceptable
signal·to"noise ratio at high temperatures.

Around 80 K the donor-acceptor

luminescence band broadens and shifts to higher energies. We interpret this as the
ioni:z;ation of the donor involved in the recombination process. At still higher
temperatures, in addition to conduction band to acceptor recombination, band to
band recombination luminescence is observed as the acceptor partly ionizes too.
In figure 5.4 the luminescence peak position is plotted as a function of tern·
perature, after Zn diffusion with fast coollng (circles) and after subsequent
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Fig. 5.4 Luminescence peak energy as a funNiOr! of temperature, obtained
(0) after Zn diflusion at 500°C with fast cooling (same samp(e as in
figure 5.1), ([:,.) after subsequent anneali"g at 475 °C (same sample as in

figure 5.!), and (0) aft{'r 15 minutes Zn diffusion at 500 °C with slow
cooling

(Nil - ND = 2 x 10 18 cm- J •

m Wfcm 2

1.6 K. excitation power 300
energy (~( the donor.acNptor bands).
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N ln = I

X

10 19 cm-·l )..

temperature

(causing an increase in the peak-

annealing (triangles), and after Zn diffusion with slow cooling (squares), together
with the temperature dependence of the InP bandgap [II J. In all cases the same
conduction band - valence band (CB-VB) and conduction band - acceptor (CB-A)
recombinations are observed at higher temperatures, but the donor-acceptor (D-A)
recombination luminescence bands observed at low temperatures are different.
Small differences in the energy values of the conduction band - valence band
luminescence arc caused by the sensitivity of the luminescence Iincshape to doping
concentrations, and by

~he

low signal-to-noise ratio at higher temperatures,

The question arises whether, starting from the luminescence band at 1.298 eV,
found after diffusion with fast cooling, annealing at increasing temperatures would
result in observation of the same luminescence bands that are found after slow
cooling. To investigate the influence of annealing on the 1.298 eV luminescence,
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Fig. 5.5 Luminescence peak energies after 15 minutes Zn diffusiOtl at
500°C with fast cooling (Nil - ND "" 3 x 10 17 em- s• N'br'" 1 X 10 19 cm- J ).
and -rnbsequent annealing for 30 minutes at different temperatures (after
annealing at 475°C,' NA. - ND ,", 2.1 X lOIS cm- 3 • N z • '" 4.6 x lOla cm- J J.
The marker-s (0,.) indit;atfl th(l pO$itiofl of th(l two peaks observed in the
luminescence spectra; temperature 1.6 K. excitation power 300 mWlcm 2,

III

'c .

an InP sample was cooled down fast after a 15 minute diffusion step at. 500

Several piecc.~ of the sample were suhsequently annealed for 15 minutes in N:JH2
at various increasing temperatures. The observed luminescence peak energies are
plotted against the anneal temperature in figure 5.5. The 1.298 eV band remains
unchanged up to anneal temperatures of ahout 375 'C. After annealing at higher
temperatures the luminescence sbifts to higher energies, until after annealing at
approximately 425

'c

a shallow donor to acceptor recombination luminescence

at 1.375 eV is observed. After annealing at intermediate temperatures, bands at
1.347 eV and 1.362 eV were observed.

The latter was also found after slow

cooling.
In addition to these donor-acceptor luminescence bandS, a deeper broad
luminescence band is found after annealing. The position of this band
the anneal temperature (figure 5.5).

shifl~

with

A luminescence spectrum containing this

band is shown in figure 5.6.

, 1,31 eV

900

1000

1100

1200

1300
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Fig. :;,6 Luminescence spectrum obtained after 15 minutes Zn diffusion at
500

'c with fa.vt cooling, and subsequent annealing for 30 minutes at

245 ·C (same sample as in figure 5.5); temperature 1.6 K, excitation
power 300 m WI em 2 .
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The effect of the doping concentration on the intensity of the 1.37 eV
luminescence band at equal excitation power density is shown in figure 5.7, for
samples that were annealed after diffusion. The luminescence intensity at constant.
excitation density is plotted as a function of the net acceptor concentration as
found from C-V measurements (N A - No). The luminescence intensity decreases
sharply when the acceptor concentration exceeds about 4 X 10 12 cm- J , Such
quenching of the luminescence has also been observed in GaA1i, and was explained
as being caused by nonradiative transitions due to AUger recombination
processes [12,13]. Decreased luminescence intensity at high doping levels has also
been found in InP [l4]. In the present case, the luminescence may be quenched
by an Auger process in which the energy of the donor-acceptor transition is used
to excite a hole into the valence band.
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Fig. 5.7 Intensity of the shallow donor acceptor luminescence (1.37 eV) as
a function of the net acceptor concentration (logarirhmic scales): temperature 1.6 K, excitation power 5 W{cmi.
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5.4 Discussion
The experiments have shown that after Zn diffusion in InP characteristic
donor-acceptor recombination luminescence is found, supporting the model in
which Zn diffusion Introduces donors as well as acceptorS. There arc various
luminescence peaks related to the Zn donor-acceptor transitions, c.g. at 1.298 eV,
1.330 eV, 1.347 eV, 1.356 eV, 1.362 eV and around 1.37 eV.

Some of these

transitions have also been observed after implantation of Zn in InP [15]. The fact
that the same conduction band - acceptor recombination luminescence is observed
in all samples at higher temperatures (see figure 5.4) shows that only one acceptor
level is involved, the well-known substitutional Zn acceptor.

This means that

various Zn-related donor levels are present after diffusion, which arc apparently
related to interstitial Zn. There are various interstitial positions, of which the two
tetrahedral and the hexagonal configurations are probably the most stable. Others
include the bond-centered and a number of split-interstitial configurations. with
two different environments [16],
The observation of the deepest donor level with a donor-acceptor t.ransition
at 1.298 eV , is correlated with the large interstitial donor concentration that is
retained after fast cooling, This results in almost complete donor-acceptor compensation, showing that during Zn diffusion in InP the interstitial and
substitutional concentrations are probably comparable.

This suggests that the

1.298 eV band is related to the rapidly diffusing interstitial Zn donor. The bands
observed at higher energies after annealing or after slow cooling are then related
to other Zn donors, obtained e.g. through the occupation of other interstitial positions, or through pair formation.
Although the peak position of the 1.298 eV luminescence

suggest~

a donor

binding energy of 80 meV, the observed ionization around 80 K (figure 5.4) implies a much lower thermal ionization energy of about 7 meV. This discrepancy
may be explained by assuming a lattice relaxation for the donor, as shown in
figure 5.8. The occupied donor has an energy minimum for a nOn-l"-CfO value of a
configuration co-ordinate Q, representing some lattice distortion. Upon radiative
recombination, indicated by an arrow in figure 5.8, part of t.he energy is released
as elastic energy (I.e. phonons),

cau~ing

a .shift in I.he observed low temperature

luminescence energy liw larger than the actual thermal ionization energy

Eth

of the

donor [17]. A problem with this explanation is that the low intenl>ity of the
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Fig. 5.8 Configuration co-ordinate diagram for the interstitial Zn donor.
The photon energy

nO)

of the donor-acceptor transition is less than the en-

I!rgy difference between the donor level D and thl! acceptor {I!vel A. dUI! to

a lattice distortion Q. E". is thl! thermal ionization energy of the donor with
respect to the conduction band (CB).

phonon replica IS (figure 5.l) suggest only a small lattice relaxation. An alternative
explanation may be that the the disappearance of the donor-acceptor
luminescence at 80 K is not due to ionization of the donor, but to the temperature
dependence of the capture coefficient [18].
The interstitial Zn donors are mobile above 375 °C , as the change in
luminescence peak position on annealing after fast cooling showed (figure 5.5).
At relatively low annealing temperature and during slow cooling from the dif-

fusion temperature interstitials are retained, though probably in configurations
different from that after fast cooling, and at higher annealing temperature the
interstitials diffuse to the surface or deeper into the substrate where they escape
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experimental observation, leaving the relatively immobile substitutional Zn
acceptors behind [3]. This description is in agreement with the SIMS and C· V results, which indicate that the compensation of lhe acceptors vanishes after
annealing.
The origin of the long-wavelength lumine.~cencc between 1.06 eV and 1.26 eV
observed after annealing was not fUrther investigated. Since this band is only
present after annealing in a furnace, where the phosphorus pressure is negligible,
it might be related to the presence of P vacancies. Such an explanation was presented earlier regarding luminescence at 1.16 eV [19] and at 1.08 eV [20J. The
temperature dependence, shown in figure 5.5, e)(.hibils a change of the transition
energy around 200°C and a change around 400 "C. The latter may he correlated
witb the cbange in the Zn donor-acceptor luminescence due to the Zn interstitials
becoming mobile around this temperature. Por;sibly various P vacancy-impurity
interactions are involved.
It would he interesting to study the photoluminescence of Cd in InP, as
annealing studies suggest that no Cd donors are retained after diffusion and slow
cooling [2]. The difference between Zn and Cd can be related to the sb;e nf the

Cd ion, which is larger than the Zn ion,
The high degree of compensation that is obtained after fast cooling implies
an interstitial donor concentration almost as high as the acceptor concentration.
Thi~ near-equality of the two concentrations can be understood from the reaction
equation (I). For

m = I, one hole is needed to enable one diffusing Zn interstitial.

[n fact, this is the reason why Zn diffUses interstitially in p-type material only. If
the host material itself is not heavily doped, these holes must be provided by the
subtltutional Zn acceptors. In other words, for each substitutional Zn atom, nn
more than one interstitial can be present. By cooling fast after difru~ion, a number
of interstitials close to this limit can be frozen in, resluting in a high (but never
quite complete) degree of compens:).tion. This ncar-equality of the numbers or
substitutional and interstitial Zn atoms is confirmed by P[XE meaSUrements [21].
In these experiments, 50% of the Zn atoms was found on lattice sites, while the
other 50% of the Zn atoms were on off-lattice sites. Though these results were
originally pre~ented as evidence for the alternative model, in which part of the Zn
is supposed to be bound in electrically inactive complexes, they arc in fact in perfect agreement with our prescnt results, and with the interstitial donor model.
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In summary, the diffusion of Zn in InP gives rise to various donor energy
levels in addition to the acceptor energy level. These donor levels are retained after
fast cooling, and compensate the substitutional acceptors, The donors can be observed through characteristic luminescence bands assigned to Zn donor-acceptor
transitions, with peak positions between 1.298 and 1.38 eV, dependent on the
cooling rate after diffusion, and on the annealing treatment. The peak at
1.298 eV is assigncd to a donor-acceptor transition involving the isolated Zn
interstitial donor level. After annealing at temperatures above 375°C in an atmosphere without Zn only ~ome shallow donor levels and the substitutional Zn
acceptor level remain. The results of our luminescence, SIMS and C-V measurements are consistent with a model in which Zn-atoms in InP diffuse as interstitial
donors and are incorporated both as interstitial donors and as immobile
substitutional acceptors.
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Summary
This thesis describes a number of spectroscopic studies of semiconductor materials, investigating both bulk and layered structure properties. The strong point
of optical speetr(lSeopy is that it is the only way to obtain detailed information
on the electronic energy levels in a material. In addition, structural information
may also be obtained.
After an introduction in chapter I, chapter 2 describes a study of the
modelling of InxGal_.xAsyPI_Y / InP quantum wells, in view of their application
in 1.55 !1m lasers for telecommunication purposes. To obtain a consistent set of
mat.erial parameters for usc in k-p

catc!llatiun~,

photoluminescence excitation ex-

periments are performed on lattice matched quantum wells. Transitions between
confined electron levels and confined light- and heavy hole levels and free holes
Were observed in Ino.43Gao.5?Aso.9lPo.os/ InP quantum wells. From these data the

band offset in this system is determined_ Having obtained a COrrect set of parameters, the k.p model is used for the interpretation of luminescence spectra of thin
InGaAsP quantum wells, showing mUltiple r;missions from a single quantum well.
It is shown that thE&E emissions originate from different areas in the quantum well,

differing an integer number of atomic layers in thickness, The oeeurrr;nee of these
multiple line r;missions is related to the quality of the interfaces regarding abruptness and flatness. These properties are influenced by the growth conditions_
To describe the effects of strain in non lattice matched InxGal_xAs/lnP
quantulll wells. extra terms are added to the k·p model. The main eITect of the
strain is a splitting of the Iight- and heavy hole states of the valence band. For
InxG<l, .• xAs/lnP this produces the heavy holes at the top uf the valence band
(x> 0_53), or the light holes (x < 0.53). Apart from the possibilty of using the light.
holes to obta.in a TM mode lasr;r instead of the usual TE mode, the alteration of
the efTcctive masses and the shifting of the energy levels duc to strain can be used
to reduce lossc.s in long-wavelength laser devices. Some excellent device

result~

are

briefly reported.
Chapter 3 describes a study of Si(Ge superlattices using Raman spectroscopy.
From the phonon spectrum of these superiattices, information on properties like
periodicity and interface quality can be obtained. To enable the interpretation of
the Raman spectra, a linear chain model involving first and second nearest neighbour interaction is used to calculate the expected behaviOUr of the superlattice

1iO

pn0[10TI$.

Amo[1g th!; m;,lm results are 'folding' of the bulk acoustic phonon

dispersion due to the artificial periodicity of the superlatticc, confinement of optical phonon~ in the Si laycr~ of the supcrlatticc, and the appearance of

;,ITI

addi·

tional phonon mode due to interdJfiusion of Si and Ge at the interface5. A good
agreement between theory and experiments was obtained for the supedanices
studied. The relation between iute<face quality and features in the Raman spectrum is demonstrated by studying the changes in a superJattice sample upon
annealing.

In Chapter 4 an optically detected magnetic resonance study of the effective
mass donor system in AI"Gal_xAs is presented. A resonance is observed with
anisotropy, g-values and Iinewidth dependent on the alloy composition. The result"
of theory and experiment show that the resonance occurs in the effective mass
don()r tied t.o the X minimum of the conducti()n band. Thc composition dependence of the resonance parameters is explained by the corresponding change in the
amount of mixing of the X, Land

r

wavefunctions. An anomalous rela1'.<ltion

mechanism i$ suggested to be responsible for the polarization dependence of the
signals.
Chapter 5 cont.ains the

result~

of a photoluminescence study of Zn diffused

InP. The observations are in agreement with a model in which Zn diffuses
interstitially at higher temperatures, and after cooling is incorporated both on
interstitial and subslituliona.l sites giving rise to donor and acceptor levels, respectively, which can be observed in the luminescence spectra. The technologically
undesirable interstitial donors can be rcmoved by an annealing treatment in an
atmosphere free of Zn.
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Samenvatting

Oit proefschrifl

bes~hrijft

spectroscopi~che

cen aantal

matcrialen, zowel bulk als in gelaagde structuren. Het
spectroscopic

i~

studies van halfgelcider
~terkc

punt van

(1rti~che

dat het de enigl; manil;r is om gedetailleerdl; informatic te

Ycrkrijgcn over de elcktronische energknivo's in een materiaal. Bovemlicn kan ook
informatic over de struktuLlr vetkrcgcll worder.Na cen introduktie in

hoofd~tuk

I beschrijft hoofdstuk 2 een

~tudie

van de

modellering van InxGal_xASyP,_y IlnP quantumputten, met het (log op hun
toepassing in 1.55 t!m lasers
konsistente set matedaal

tclekommunikatic doeleinden, Om een

YOM

paniml;tl;~

voor gebruik in k·1J herckeningen te

Yl;rkrijgen zijn fotolumine=-eentie excitmie metingen verricht aan 'lattice-matched'
quantumputten, QYergangen tussen opgesloten elektron nivo's en opgesloten lichte
en

1.:ware

gaten

In0.43Gao,~7ASO.nPo.o61

nivo's

en

vrije

gaten

zijn

waargenomen

in

(nP quantum putten- Uit deze gegevens is Ill; hand-

d iseontinu'iteit in dit systeem bepaald. Met de zo verkregen correne set parameters
is het k·p model gebruikt voor de interpretatie van luminescentie spectra van dunne
JnGaA~P

quantumputterl.

quantumpuL

Deze vertonen

meerdere

emissielijnen

uit

een

Er wordt aangetoond dat deze emissies afkom<;tig Zljn Ult

V/;rschillende gebieden in de quantumput die een geheel aantal atoomlagen in dikte
verschillen. Het optreden van deze rneervoudigc Iijnen is gerelatcerd aan de
kwaliteit van de grensvlekken met betrekking tot vlakheid en abruptheid. Oeze
cigenschappen worden beJl1v]oed door de

groeiconditic~,

Om de effecten van spanning in niet 'lattice matched' InxGa ,_.,\A~ IlnP
quantumplitten te beschrijven worden extra termen tMgcvoegd aan het k·p model.
Het V()ornaam<;te effect vl1n de spann:ng is een

~rlit~ing

van de IJehie en zware

gaten niv()'s in de valenth::band, Voor InxGal_xAs IlnP quantumputten komen
hierdoor de zware gaten (x> 0,53) of de Iiehte gaten (x < 0_53) aan de top van
de valentiehand_ Afge:r.ien van de mogdijkheid om met Iiehte gaten een TM mode
laser in rlaatf: van de gebrt.ikclijke TE mode laser te maken, kunnen de wijzigingen
van

efTe~tieve mas~;i's

IOn de veThchuiving van energienivo's ten gevolge van

spanning worden gebruikt om verliezcn in lange golfknw lasers te vcrminderen.
Hicrmcc werden lIitstl;'kende
122

re~ultaten

behaakl.

Hoofdstuk 3 bcschrijft een studie van Si/Gc

~uperroosters

met behulp van

Raman spectroscopic. Uit het funonspcctrum van deze superroostcrs kan
informatie wordell verkregen over eigenschappen als periodiciteit en grcnsvlak
kwaJitelt- Om de interpretatie van Raman spectra mogclijk te makcn wordt

eCIl

'lineaire keten' model met cerste en tweede buur interactjcs gebruikt dat het gedrag
van de superrooster fononen berekent. Enkele van de belangrijkste verschijnselen
zijo het 'vouwcn' van de akoestische tak van de bulk fnoon dispersic ten gevolge
van de kunstmatige per:i()diciteit in het 8upcrrooster, opsluiting van optische
fononen in de Si lagen van het super,ooster, en de vcrSchijning van cen extra fonon
mode ten gevolge van interdiffusie van Si en Ge aan de grensvlakken. Ecn goede
overeenstemming tussen theorie en experiment wordt gevonden voor de
bestudeerde superroosters. De relatie tussen grensvlak kwaliteit en het Raman
spectrum wordt gedemonstreerd aan de hand van de veranderingcn in cen
superrooster door uitstokcn.
In hoofdtuk 4 wordt een optisch gedetekteerde magnetische resonantic studie
van het effektieve mass a donor systeem in AlxGa1_xAs gepresenteerd. Een
resonantic met anisotropie, g-waarden en lijnbreedte afhankelijk van de
samenstelling van de legering wordt waargenomen. De resultaten van thoorie en
experiment laten zien dat de resonantic
gebonden

aan

het

plaal~

X-minimum

vindt in de etTekticvc massa donor

van

de

gelcidingsband.

De

$amenstellingsal'hankelijkheid van de resonantieparameters wordt verklaard door
veranderingen in de menging van de X, L en
re1ax3tiem~hanisme

wordt voorgesteld

r

golffunctics_ Ecn anomaal

ter verklaring

van

de

polari~atic

afhankeJijkheid van de signalen.
Hoofdstuk 5 bevat de resultaten van een fotoluminescentic onderzock van Zn
gediffundeerd InP. De waarnemingen zijn in overecnstemming met een model
waarin Zn interstitieel diffundeert bij hogc temperaturen, en na afkoclen zowel
inter!;titieel als substitutioneel wordt ingebouwd. Dit rcsulteert in, respccticvelijk,
donor en acceptor nivo's, die in de luminescentie spectra worden waargenomen.
De uit technologisch oogpunt ongewenstc donorcn kunnen worden vcrwijderd
door middel van uitstoken in een atmosfeer wnder ZrJ,

Ecnvoudige samenvatting
In dit proefsehrift wordt onderwek aan een aantal halfgeleider materlalen
bcschreytn. Halfgeleiders worden bijvoorbecld gcbruikt voor het maken van
'chips' en compact disc lasers. Het onderzoek is steeds uitgevoerd met behulp van
optische spectroscopic. Hicrbij wordt bijvoorbccld mct cen laserstraal (bv. blauw)
op een materiaal geschenen, waarna het materiaal zelf ook licht (bv.

rood)

uitstraalt. Door de eigenschappcn van het vrijkomcnde licht oauwkcurig te
bcstudcttn kiln vee I geleerd worden ovcr natuufkundigc processen die zich in het
materiaal afspelen. Met namc de goltlcngte (= kleur = ener'gie) van het licht is
hierbij van belang.
In hoofdstuk 2 worden matcrialcn bestudcerd die gebruikt worden om lasers
voor glasDbcr telecommunicatie te maken. Zulke matcria1en z.ijn juist. bcdocld om
licht tc genereren,

C(J

zijn voor spectroscopic dus erg aantrekkclijk. Hier gaat het

voornamelijk over 'quantum putten', dat zijn hele dunne lagen van een materiaal
(ill dit geval InGaAsP) ingebcd tussen eeo ander materiaal (hier loP). De

elcctronen cn gaten (de deeltjes die de electrische gclciding vcrzol'gen) raken
daardoor opgcsloten in die dunne laag. Dientengevolge verandert hun energie, en
da:m\oor de goltlengtc van heL licht dat. wordt gegenereer(L Om deze effecten l.e
beschri.iven was er al cen goede theorie. Die kon nu voor dit materiaal getoet<;\
w()n.h:n, en bovendien kon hij uitgcbreid worden om cen aantal extra effectcn te
beschrijven. Een praktisch gevolg daarvan is dat er nu andere en oak betel'c
telecommunicatie lasers gemaakt kunnen worden.
\·ioof(lSl.uk 3 gaat over 'Si/Ge superroostcrs'. Oat zijn stapelingen van -om en
OI1l-

silicium en germanium lagcn, elk maar een paar atomen dik (ca.

O,O()().OOO.05 em). Die atomen kunnen voorgcsteld worden ai, lichte (Si) en "ware

(Ge) bolletjc.'> verbondcn door springveren. Trillingsgolven die door zo'n systeem
Van hollcn \In veren lopen worden bc'invloed door de speciale gcordcnde st.ructuur'
van het superro()stcr. Vau die trilling\ln, en dus van het superrooster, kan men iets
I.a waten komen met Raman

~pectro$c(Jpie.

Daarbij gccft de golflengte verand\lring

van het aangeboden blauwe laserlicht namelijk juis! informatie over die triliingeD.
Aan de hand van <leze informatie kan bijvoorbecld de kwalitelt van he!
superroostcl' beoordec1d worden.
In hoofdstl.lk 4 wordt 'optisch gedetecteerde magnetischc rcsonantie' gcbruikt.
Behalve
124

la~edicht

komen hier ook een sterke magneet en micl'Ogolvcn (net als in

een magnetronoven) aan te pas, Kort samengevat komt het er op neer dat er
gekeken wordt naar veranderingen in het rode (en infra-rode) Iicht dat uit het
materiaal (A1GaAs) korol, wannecr het magnectveld, het mierogolfvermogen en
de samenstelling van het materiaal gevarieerd worden. De resultaten vallen te
verklaren met cen tamelijk abstraete theorie Dit alles leert onS kts over bepaa\de
energienivo's ('donoren') in het materiaal.
Hoofdstuk 5 tensloUe gaat over zink atomen in weer een andere halfgeleider:
InP. De zink atomen worden aangebracht vanuit een gas bij hoge temperatuur (ca.
500 ·C) waarbii ze vanzelf door het materiaal heen kruipen. Dc bedoeling is dat
dat die rink atomen precics op het atoomrooster van het InP gaan zitten, en dan
een bepaald soort energienivo's Caeeeptoren') vonnen. De helft van de zink
atomen gaat eehter zomaar ergens zitten, en Yormt dan een ongewcnst soort
energienivo {'dono ten'). Zowe1 de donoren als de acceptoren zijn met spectroscopie
te zien, omdat ze aanleiding geven tot karakteristieke Iicht emissie. Hct blijkt dat
de ongewenste donoren weer verwijderd kunnen worden door het InP nog enige
tijd na te verwarmen zonder dat er zink in de buurt is.
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Dc wcrkzamc hrccdtc voor lichttransmissie Vall eell splcct in een scherm van
eindige dikte neemt toe in stappen van cen halve golflengte met de werkelijke
breedte van de spleet onder diffuse belichting ill een v1ak loodrecht op de ,pleel.

EA. Momie, E-C Cosman, G.W.'I Hoo/l, M.B.van der Mark
en C W.i. Beenakker, Ie publiceren (1991).

II

Stralende recombinatie zal in een silicium!germanium superrooster ten gevolge Van
'zone folding' nid toe nemen ten opzichte van de uitgangsmatcrialen.
U.Gnutzmann alld K.C!ausecker, Appl.Phy:;. 3, 9 (1974).

III
De ui(Stekcnde eigcnschappen van 'strained layer InGaAsP quantum well lasers'
zijn

een

gevolg

van

de

lagere

ladingsdragerdichthedcn

onder

be(\rijfsomstandigheden.
P.J.A.Thijs, E.A.Molltie, T.van Dongl!1! and C.W.TBu{{e-Lieuwma,
i.Crystal Growth 105,339 (/990).

IV
Het gebruik van SI eenheden verdient geen aanbeveling indicn hierdoor de
vermelde getalswaarde aan hetckenis inboet, zoals hijvoorbeeld het geval is mel
elcktroncn-cnergieen en de tijdseenheid voor salarissen.

V
Een bewegendc fletscr ondervindt ten gevolge van zijwind een extra tegendruk_

VI
Vrijc (ongecensureerde) lelevisiezenders leveren een belangrijkc bijdrage in het
voorkomen van oorlog en andere onlusten.

VII

De fotQluminescentiebanden door Wagner et at. toegeschreven aan stralende
recombinatie tusscn elektronische subbanden geindueeerd door ,s·dotering en gaten
in de valentieband :;:ijn in feite afkomstig uit het bulk GaAs materiaal.
f. Wagner, A.Fischer and KPloog. Phys.Rev.B 41. 7280 (1990).

VlII

Projectietelevisie is een bewiis van technisch onvermogen in de displaytechniek.

IX
De voornaamste toepassing van superroosters Iigt vooralsnog in het onderwijs.

